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Abstract: We review and critically discuss the current understanding of galaxy formation

and evolution limited to Early Type Galaxies (ETGs) as inferred from the observational

data and briefly contrast the hierarchical and quasi-monolithic paradigms of formation and

evolution. Since in Cold Dark Matter (CDM) cosmogony small scale structures typically

collapse early and form low-mass haloes that subsequently can merge to assembly larger

haloes, galaxies formed in the gravitational potential well of a halo are also expected to

merge thus assembling their mass hierarchically. Mergers should occur all over the Hubble

time and large mass galaxies should be in place only recently. However, recent observations

of high redshift galaxies tell a different story: massive ETGs are already in place at high

redshift. To this aim, we propose here a revision of the quasi-monolithic scenario as an

alternative to the hierarchical one, in which mass assembling should occur in early stages of

a galaxy lifetime and present recent models of ETGs made of Dark and Baryonic Matter

in a Λ-CDM Universe that obey the latter scheme. The galaxies are followed from the

detachment from the linear regime and Hubble flow at z ≥ 20 down to the stage of nearly

complete assembly of the stellar content (z ∼ 2 − 1) and beyond. It is found that the

total mass (Mh = MDM + MBM ) and/or initial over-density of the proto-galaxy drive the

subsequent star formation histories (SFH). Massive galaxies (Mh ≃ 1012M⊙) experience a

single, intense burst of star formation (with rates ≥ 103M⊙/yr) at early epochs, consistently

with observations, with a weak dependence on the initial over-density; intermediate mass

haloes (Mh ≃ 1010 − 1011M⊙) have star formation histories that strongly depend on their
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initial over-density; finally, low mass haloes (Mh ≃ 109M⊙) always have erratic, burst-like

star forming histories. The present-day properties (morphology, structure, chemistry and

photometry) of the model galaxies closely resemble those of the real galaxies. In this context,

we also try to cast light on the physical causes of the Stellar Mass-Radius Relation (MRR)

of galaxies. The MRR is the result of two complementary mechanisms: i.e., local physical

processes that fix the stellar mass and the radius of each galaxy and cosmological global,

statistical principles, which shape the distribution of galaxies in the MR-plane. Finally, we

also briefly comment on the spectro-photometric properties of the model galaxies and how

nicely they match the observational data. The picture emerging from this analysis is that the

initial physical conditions of a proto-galaxy, i.e., nature, seem to play the dominant role in

building up the ETGs we see today, whereas nurture by recurrent captures of small objects is

a secondary actor of the fascinating and intriguing story of galaxy formation and evolution.

Keywords: observational data; early types; formation and evolution; mass-radius relation

1. Introduction

In a Universe containing three main components in cosmic proportions: Dark Energy (DE, 70%),

Dark Matter (DM, 25%), and Baryonic Matter + Neutrinos (BM, 5%), the formation and evolution of

galaxies are among the hot topics of modern astrophysics. In brief the classical paradigm of galaxy

formation (the Early Type Galaxies (ETGs), in particular) stands on the following prescription: the

above composition of the Universe, the hierarchical clustering of DM + BM from small size bodies to

large complexes under the action of gravity, hierarchical mergers of DM + BM haloes to form “visible

galaxies” all over the Hubble time, according to which massive galaxies are the end product of repeated

mergers and are in place only at rather recent times. However, the observational data are currently telling

us a more complicated history because massive galaxies with mass of the order of 1012M⊙ are detected at

high redshift (z ≥ 5). Over the years two competing scenarios for galaxy formation have been proposed,

both of which with a number of possible variants:

Hierarchical: massive ETGs are the end product of subsequent mergers of smaller sub-units over

time scales almost equal to the Hubble time. Complementary alternatives to this simple scheme are the

Dry Mergers (fusion of gas-free galaxies to avoid star formation) and the Wet Mergers (the same but with

some stellar activity).

Monolithic: massive ETGs form at high redshift by rapid collapse and undergo a single, prominent

star formation episode, ever since followed by quiescence. Over the years this view has been changed

to the Revised Monolithic scheme: a great deal of the stars in massive ETGs are formed very early-on at

high redshifts and the remaining ones at lower redshifts.

For long time, the preference has gone to the hierarchical scheme that was considered the reference

frame for any theory of ETGs formation (the massive ones in particular). The success of this theory

is mainly due to the achievements obtained in modeling the large scale gravitational structures like the
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large scale structure of the Universe itself, galaxy groups, and galaxy clusters. However its extension

to individual galaxies is still a matter of debate and often in conflict with modern observational data.

To cope with the difficulties encountered by the classical hierarchical models, in the following we will

introduce a new scheme named Early Hierarchical Quasi Monolithic, in which a great deal of mass

assembly by rapid collapse and star formation occurs in the earliest epochs. In any case, both are

complete by redshift z = 1. From now on the galaxies behave like monolithic objects. Therefore, in

this review we concentrate on the models obtained with the early hierarchical quasi monolithic scheme

by [1] and shortly report on how they are able to reproduce current observational data for ETGs.

The plan of the review is as follows: In Section 2, we briefly present some observational

clues on the past history of galaxy formation and evolution and the fossil records of it in the

chemo-spectro-photometric properties of the stellar populations, we touch upon the issue of scale

relationships with particular attention to the Fundamental Plane, enlighten the properties of ETGs from

the local Universe to high redshifts. These are considered as basic constraints that should be matched by

any model of galaxy formation and evolution. In Section 3 we briefly review the current models of galaxy

formation and companion numerical techniques. We briefly touch upon the successes and failures of the

hierarchical view of galaxy formation in cosmological context. In Section 4 we set the scene for the early

hierarchical, quasi monolithic view (initial conditions out of the cosmological tissue, the prescription for

star formation and physical description of the interstellar medium), present the main results from recent

numerical simulations of model galaxies, i.e., the histories of star formation in relation to the initial total

mass and over-density, the mass assembly of the whole systems, the age and metallicity distribution

of the stellar populations, the gradients in metallicity, the occurrence and efficiency of galactic winds,

and finally the mass-density profiles of the present-day galaxies. In Section 5 we highlight the physical

origin of the MRR, present some simulations of this, and discuss some possible implications. Finally, in

Section 6 we apply the spectro-photometric synthesis technique to the model galaxies and compare the

theoretical magnitudes and colours to those of real galaxies in the nearby Universe and as function of the

redshift. Finally, we present a preliminary comparison of the theoretical fit of the Kormendy relation.

Finally, in Section 7 we draw some conclusions.

2. Observational Clues on the Galaxy Formation History

Before describing our galaxy models, we like to recall that any theory of galaxy formation and

evolution must obey two different groups of constraints, i.e., those provided by the Scale Relations and

the pattern of properties of the Stellar Content of the galaxies. Indeed, the body of observational data

acquired over the years helps us to infer the past histories of star formation, chemical enrichment, and

mass assembly of galaxies of different morphological type. In some way, the kind of star formation

occurring in ETGs depends on their initial total mass and density. It is early, short and intense in

massive (and high density) ETGs and long, less efficient, and perhaps in bursts, in the low-mass (and

low-density) ones. The key question to address and answer is: under which physical conditions either a

single prominent episode or several episodes of star formations occur? Which model does best explain

the whole pattern of observational data for ETGs? The hierarchical or the monolithic one? Or a

complex combination of the two? To cast light on this issue, we will make use of numerical galaxy
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models calculated with the so-called NB-TSPH technique (to be shortly described below) that start

from realistic initial conditions derived from simulations of the primordial tissue of the Universe in

the Λ-CDM Cosmology (i.e., Cold Dark Matter Universe with cosmological constant Λ) and include

accurate treatments of important physical processes such as star formation, heating by energy deposit

from supernova explosions and stellar winds, cooling by radiative processes, and chemical enrichment.

To highlight the above issues, it is perhaps wise to review a few key observational points that need an

explanation, possibly a coherent one for all of them. We present them in order of increasing complexity.

2.1. The G-Dwarf Analog

The near ultra-violet (UV) spectrum of ETGs shows that the relative percentage of old metal poor stars

is small, thus indicating that the metallicity partition function N(Z), i.e., number of stars per metallicity

bin, cannot be the one predicted by the closed box scheme, but ought to resemble those of infall or

prompt enrichment [2–4]. This is the analog of the G-Dwarf problem in the solar vicinity. It bears very

much on the mechanism and timescale of galaxy formation.

2.2. The UV-Excess

All ETGs have detectable fluxes short-ward of 2000 Å. Measured by the color (1550-V) the flux

correlates with Mg2 and velocity dispersion [5]. This flux has a typical source with Teff of about

25,000 K and little percentages from above 30,000 K and below 20,000 K [6,7]. Reference [2] identified

the source with the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) manqué stars of high metallicity and also noted that

a small percentage of high metallicity stars (Z > 3− 4Z⊙) can produce the right amount of flux. As the

metallicity of ETGs is expected to increase with the mass, the above relations can be explained.

2.3. Enhancement of α-Elements: [Xα/Fe]

Absorption-line indices like Mg2 and [MgFe] measured in the stellar content of galaxies (mainly

ETGs) seem to vary with the position in a galaxy (see [8–11]) and from galaxy to galaxy [12–14].

Looking at the correlation between Mg2 and 〈Fe〉 (or similar indices) for ETGs, Mg2 increases faster

than 〈Fe〉 which is interpreted as due to the enhancement of α-elements. Since the classical paper by [5],

the index Mg2 is also known to increase with the velocity dispersion (and hence mass and luminosity)

of the galaxy. Based on the body of data for different indices, Mg2, [MgFe], 〈Fe〉 and others, the internal

gradients and the difference in the central values from galaxy to galaxy, the conviction arose that the

degree of enhancement in α-elements ought to increase both moving toward the center of a galaxy,

and passing from dwarf to massive ETGs [15–19]. These findings strongly affect the theory of galaxy

formation. Recalling that Fe comes from both Type Ia and Type II SNe, whereas α-elements (O, Mg,

etc.) are mainly generated by the short lived Type II SNe (see [20], and references therein for a thorough

discussion of the expected frequency of Type Ia and II SNe), those observational trends could imply

(i) a different number ratio between Type Ia and II SNe, (ii) different time scales of star formation,

(iii) different degrees of pre-enrichment. The most plausible explanation of the observed trend in the

[α/Fe]-mass relationship is that the total duration of the star forming activity in a galaxy should decrease
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both going toward the center (gradients in the star formation activity) and with the galaxy mass. This

view is in contrast with the current interpretation of the Color-Magnitude Relation (CMR) in terms of

the SNa driven galactic wind model by [21,22] and the correlation with the velocity dispersion, both

requiring that the star formation time-scale should get longer at decreasing galaxy mass. The issues

have been amply discussed by [23] to whom we refer. The subject has been examined in detail by [24]

using the NB-TSPH models of ETGs by [23]. Consider two ETGs of total (DM + BM) mass equal to

1×109 M⊙ (bursting mode of star formation) and 1×1012 M⊙ (prominent initial episode of star formation

followed by nearly quiescence). Soon after star formation began, the ratio [O/Fe] first suddenly increases

then falls down leveling off to the typical value set by the first Type II SNe. Subsequent star formation

does not alter the ratio too much, it gently falls below zero over a long time scale, several Gyrs. This

analysis provides also an explanation of the Mg2 vs. σ (velocity dispersion) relationship as a side product.

Reference [24] find that it depends more on the metallicity (say about 75%) and less on the degree of

α-enhancement (remaining 25%), see also [25] for similar conclusion.

2.4. Colour-Magnitude Relation

Cluster ETGs get redder with increasing luminosity, mass, velocity dispersion [21,22,26–28]. The

CMR is tight for cluster ETGs [27,28], whereas it is more dispersed for nearby field ETGs and those

in small Groups [29]. The CMR is conventionally interpreted as a mass-metallicity sequence [30–32]:

massive galaxies reach higher mean metallicities than the less massive ones. Long ago [21,22] proposed

the galactic wind model: star formation is longer in massive ETGs, more metals are made, and the color is

redder, whereas is shorter in the low mass ones. The opposite of what is required by the [α/Fe] problem!

The tightness of the CMR implies for a given Hubble time (and lack of a coordination mechanism)

that ETGs are old, around 13 Gyr, and nearly coeval [27,28]. The alternative that the CMR is an age

sequence, with bluer galaxies younger than red ones, has been proved not to be viable by [33]. The

CMR for field ETGs is more dispersed, perhaps compatible with SFs spread over long periods of time,

and changing from galaxy to galaxy [29]. Mergers are compatible with all this.

2.5. Ages, Metallicities, [α/Fe], and SFHs of Field and Cluster Galaxies from Absorption Line Indices

2.5.1. Methodology, Diagnostics and Uncertainties

Over the years, many attempts have been made to infer ages, metallicities and the degree of

enhancement in α-elements by means of the so-called Lick system of absorption-line indices first

developed by [16,34–38]. It was originally designed to infer the age and the metallicity of stellar systems,

the ETGs in particular. The Lick indices seem to have the potential of partially resolving the long known

age-metallicity degeneracy affecting the spectral energy distribution of stellar populations [39] (An old

metal-poor stellar population may happen to have the same spectral energy distribution as a young

metal-rich one). In a few occasions they have been integrated by other broad-band colours over a wide

range of wavelengths, including the far UV—e.g., (1550-V), the signature of the (UV)-excess in ETGs,

and/or velocity dispersion σ (e.g., [40,41]). Thanks to it, the Lick system of indices has been extensively

used and improved by many authors [13,14,40,42–57]. The main result of all those studies is that, even
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in ETGs, some recent episodes of star formation should have occurred to explain the large scatter in

the observational data for indices like Hβ (more sensitive to age). The problem is, however, complicated

further by the enhancement of α-elements, which imposes that the ages and metallicities of ETGs should

be derived from indices taking this parameter into account. As noticed long ago by [37,58], indices

for α-enhanced chemical mixtures of a given total metallicity are expected to differ from those of the

standard case. On one hand, this spurred new generations of stellar models, isochrones, and Single Stellar

Populations (SSPs) with α-enhanced mixtures [59] and, on the other hand, led to many increasingly

complex attempts to simultaneously derive the age, metallicity, and degree of enhancement by fitting the

observational indices to their theoretical counterparts [13,14,42,53–57]. The formal solution for ages,

metallicities, and [α/Fe] ratios based on large samples of galaxies, e.g., the [60] list, once more yields

a wide range of ages, metallicities, and abundance ratios, as amply discussed by [57]. Although the

picture emerging from the above studies is a convincing one, there are still several points of weakness

intrinsic to even the state-of-the-art theoretical indices that have spurred a severe revision of the whole

issue, i.e., (i) the foundations of the Lick indices; (ii) the various steps that are required to derive

theoretical indices and their dependence on age, metallicity, and degree of enhancement; (iii) the current

method of estimating these parameters from the indices; (iv) and, finally, few points of controversy

among different groups. The original Lick indices coded the information contained in the stellar spectra,

effective temperature, gravity and chemical composition (log Te, log g, and [Fe/H], respectively) for a

sample of nearby stars thus not encompassing the whole range of possible values. Furthermore the

spectra in use had a fixed (and modest) resolution (8.4 Å), often much different from the resolution of

theoretical spectra. To cope with all this, [16,38] introduced the concept of Fitting Functions (FFs):

the indices for the above reference stars are measured and expressed as empirical fits of the parameters

log Te, log g, and [Fe/H ], i.e., the FFs, which, needless to say, inherit the same limitations in parameter

coverage of the reference stars. Therefore, many attempts have been made to collect data for a very

large interval of the atmospheric parameters, e.g., [61–64]. Despite the α-enhancement problem has

been known from long time, the reference stellar spectra and associated FFs [37] did not allow for

non-standard abundance ratios in the chemical composition. Passing now from individual stars to large

assemblies of stars (clusters and galaxies), which are reduced to single stellar populations (SSPs) and

manifolds of SSPs, respectively, the derivation of theoretical indices (and spectra, magnitudes, and

broad-band colours) is even more complicated because other ingredients intervene: (i) the construction

of realistic isochrones for SSPs including all evolutionary phases, even the unusual ones that are known

to appear at very high metallicities (see [2,57]); (ii) the initial mass function of stars in each generation;

(iii) the method to calculate the indices for a SSP starting from the indices of the individual component

stars. Two different procedures can be found in literature: the direct synthesis star-by-star adopted

by [57] and the so-called synthesis by phases adopted by [53]. Although the final results are not

strictly equal, both methods can be considered as equivalent (see [53,57,65], for more details); (iv)

and finally, in the case of galaxies, the past history of star formation and chemical enrichment

weighing the contribution from stellar populations of different ages and chemical compositions

(see e.g., [2], for all details). It is worth noting here that galaxy indices are almost always compared

to SSP indices, thus neglecting the mix of stellar populations and missing important contributions from

some peculiar components. For instance an old SSP of very high metallicity and/or a very old SSP of
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extremely low metal content would possess strong Hβ thus mimicking a young SSP of normal metallicity

(see [57], for more details). Integrated indices for model galaxies have been occasionally calculated

and used [43], but never systematically applied to this kind of analysis. This is a point that should be

carefully investigated and kept in mind when comparing data with theory. If for solar abundance ratios

the dependence of the indices on age and metallicity is currently on rather solid ground except for the

effect of some unusual phases of stellar evolution, the same does not happen for non-solar abundance

ratios, because of several points of controversy:

(i) First of all, the definition of enhancement in α-elements is not unique. It can be done at constant

Hydrogen (XH ), Helium (XHe) and total metallicity Z (abundances in mass according to our notation

here), and only the relative mass proportions of several α-elements with respect to Fe are varied, but their

sum
∑

j Xj = 1 is kept constant. According to [66] the “total enhancement factor” is ΓZ = − log
(

X′
Fe

X⊙

Fe

)

(often simply indicated as Γ). Alternatively, the abundance of some elements heavier than Helium

are varied with respect to Fe, [Xα/XFe] in the usual notation, the new total metallicity is derived

Z =
∑

j>HeXj , and the abundances XH and XHe are adjusted to match the condition
∑

j Xj = 1

where now j runs from H to heavy elements. In this case, the definition of “total enhancement factor”

is Γα =
[
∑

Xα,enh
i

∑

Xα
j

]

[66,67]. The issue has been widely discussed by [66,68] to whom we refer for

all details. Suffice it to mention here that with the first definition (constant metallicity), indices can

be simply compared for solar scaled and α-enhanced mixtures with the same Z. With the second

one, for any degree of enhancement we have to establish a priori the corresponding total metallicity

before making the above comparison. For the sake of illustration, let us compare the case of solar

composition [X = 0.7347, Y = 0.248, Z = 0.0170] and solar pattern of abundances to the one in

which the abundances of some heavy elements (C, N, O, etc.) are enhanced by +0.4 dex. Due to the

effect of enhancement, the new chemical parameters become [X = 0.7219, Y = 0.244, Z = 0.0340]:

the metallicity is almost doubled and the abundances of H and He are slightly decreased. It is worth

noting that this relationship changes with the degree of enhancement. This is a point to keep in mind

when comparing results from different authors and those obtained with the definition of enhancement at

constant metallicity.

(ii) Very often the FFs do not include the effect of α-enhancement or do it only for a small

range of values of the enhancement parameter or a few indices. To cope with it, reference [69]

introduced the so-called Response Functions, RFs. In brief, they calculated the reference indices

I0 for the solar abundance ratios, and separately doubling the abundance Xi of a number of selected

and important elements (C, N, O, Mg, Fe, Ca, Na, Si, Cr, and Ti) in steps of ∆[Xi/H] = 0.3 dex,

derived the variation ∆I = Ienh − I0 in units of the observational error σ0. The generic RF to

be used for arbitrary variations ∆[Xi/H] is R0.3(Xi) = 1
I0

∆I
∆[Xi/H]

0.3. Using the [69] values for

RFs, references [13,54,57] transformed indices with solar abundance ratios into those for enhanced

α-elements by means of two different algorithms. References [13,57] propose that the fractional

variation of an index due to changes in the chemical parameters is ∆I
I

=
{

∏

i[1 + R0.3(Xi)]
[Xi/H]

0.3

}

− 1,

where R0.3(Xi) are the RFs we have defined above. A different reasoning was followed by [54] who

found ∆I
I

=
{

∏

i exp (R0.3(Xi))
[Xi/H]

0.3

}

− 1. Although the two relations may look similar, actually

they are not. This topic has been thoroughly discussed in [57,65] to whom the reader should refer for

all details. The use of these relations has generated different and highly controversial results for some
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indices, Hβ in particular, under unusual enhancements in some elements. The issue can be reduced to

the statement: does Hβ increase (significantly) with [α/Fe] or not? Or, even worse, does it decrease with

it? The question is not trivial because any effect of α-enhancement on indices like Hβ would reflect

onto the age determination. A galaxy with high Hβ could be an object with solar partition of elements

and recent star formation or an object with α-enhanced chemical composition and old stellar content

(see [57,65,66,68]) and Section 2.5.5 below).

(iii) High-resolution synthetic spectra for stars with a good coverage of gravity, effective temperature,

chemical composition, and degree of enhancement in α-element can greatly alleviate the above

difficulties and shed light on these important issues. In principle, indices can be straightforwardly

calculated from the spectra with no need of FFs, RFs, and suitable algorithms to take the α-element

enhancement into account. The task has been undertaken by [66,68] who have generated synthetic

absorption-line indices on the Lick system based on the recent library of 1- Å resolution spectra

calculated by [70] over a large range of atmospheric parameters (log Teff , log g and [Fe/H]) and both

for solar and α-enhanced abundance ratios in the chemical composition. The main results of this study

are: (a) A modern version of the RFs of [69] which have been determined for wide ranges of log Teff ,

log g and [Fe/H] (or [Z/Z⊙]). Not only the RFs vary with the type of star but also with the metallicity.

The effect of metallicity is important and cannot be neglected; (b) SSP indices calculated with the new

RFs (and the FFs of [16,38]) clearly demonstrate that not only all indices depend on the enhancement

but also that Hβ increases with it as already anticipated by [57]; (c) These results lend support to the

suggestion made by [65] that in the Hβ versus [MgFe] plane (and similar) galaxies with 1 < Hβ < 1.6,

whose scatter in Hβ is customarily due to age (and metallicity), could be indeed old objects of the same

age (say 13 Gyr) that scatter in Hβ because of differences in metallicity and enhancement from galaxy

to galaxy likely caused by their individual star formation history. Only occasionally, especially for the

strong Hβ galaxies, more recent episodes of star formation ought to be invoked.

2.5.2. Gradients in Age, Metallicity and [α/Fe] Across Individual Galaxies

Systematic variations in the line strength indices Hβ, Mg2, and 〈Fe〉 are observed across ETGs and

limited to the nuclear region from galaxy to galaxy. Furthermore, since the gradients in Mg2 and 〈Fe〉
have often different slopes arguments are given for an enhancement of Mg (α-elements in general) with

respect to Fe toward the center of these galaxies. Finally, the inferred degree of enhancement seems

to increase passing from dwarfs to massive ETGs. The ability of the Hβ , Mg2 and 〈Fe〉 diagnostics

to assess the metallicity, [Mg/Fe] ratios, and ages of the stellar content of ETGs has been the subject

of many studies. Reference [42] first provided basic calibrations for the variations δHβ, δMg2 and

δ〈Fe〉 as a function of variation in age ∆ log(t), metallicity ∆ log(Z/Z⊙), and ∆[Mg/Fe] and examined

the gradients observed in a small sample of galaxies (six objects in total). They analyzed how the

difference δHβ, δMg2, and δ〈Fe〉 between the external and central values of each index translates into

∆[Mg/Fe], ∆ log(Z/Z⊙), and ∆ log(t). The situation is shown in the panels of Figure 1. Out of six

galaxies under examination, four have the nuclear region more metal-rich, more enhanced in α-elements,

and younger (i.e., containing a significant fraction of stars of relatively young age) than the external
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regions. In contrast the remaining two galaxies have the nuclear region more metal-rich, more enhanced

in α-elements but marginally older than the external zones.

Figure 1. (a) The δ〈Fe〉 versus δMg2 relation across individual galaxies. The three arrows

centered on (0,0) indicate the age, metallicity, and enhancement vectors as indicated. Along

the age vector, the age goes from 5 to 15 Gyr, along the metallicity vector Z ranges from

0.004 to 0.05, and along the enhancement vector [Mg/Fe] goes from −0.3 to 0.4 dex. The

data are from [71] for NGC 4594, from [72] for NGC 4472, and from [10] for NGC 2434

and NGC 3706; (b) The same as in the Left Panel but for the δHβ versus δMg2 relation.

(Reproduced with permission from [42]. Copyright 1998 Astronomy and Astrophysics).

(a) (b)

Reference [42] also looked at the variations from galaxy to galaxy of the nuclear values of Hβ,

Mg2, and 〈Fe〉 limited to a sub-sample of the [12] list. The differences δHβ, δMg2, and δ〈Fe〉 were

converted into the differences ∆ log(t), ∆ log(Z/Z⊙), and ∆[Mg/Fe]. Various correlations among the

age, metallicity, and enhancement variations were explored. In particular they thoroughly examined the

relationships ∆ log(t)−MV, ∆ log(Z/Z⊙)−MV, and ∆[Mg/Fe]−MV, where the absolute magnitude

MV was considered as a loose indicator of the galaxy mass. The correlations are shown in the three

panels of Figure 2. It is found that a sort of age limit is likely to exist in the ∆ log(t)−MV plane, traced

by galaxies with mild or no sign of rejuvenation (in other words with no obvious signs of mergers and

or interactions). In these objects, the duration of the star forming activity is likely to have increased

at decreasing galactic mass. Limited to these galaxies, the mass-metallicity sequence implied by the

CMR is recovered (see [40], and Section 2.5.3 below for a discussion of this issue), likewise for the

α-enhancement-luminosity relation suggested by the gradients in Mg2 and 〈Fe〉. For the remaining

galaxies the situation is more intriguing: sporadic episodes of star formations are likely to have occurred

scattering the galaxies in the space of the age, metallicity, and [Mg/Fe]. The results are discussed

with regard to predictions from the merger and isolation models of galaxy formation and evolution
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highlighting points of difficulty with each scheme. Finally, the suggestion is advanced that in massive

ETGs the Initial Mass Function (IMF) of the typical stellar populations at early epochs was skewed

toward the massive stars, the opposite in the low mass ETGs [42,73]. This systematic change of the

IMF slope with the galaxy mass might alleviate some of the difficulties encountered by the standard

SN-driven galactic wind model and lead to a coherent interpretation of the data. Finally, limited to a

handful of objects for which all necessary information is available, it seems that the SF process lasted

longer in the centre than in the external regions [40,42].

2.5.3. Passing from Galaxy to Galaxy: The Two-Indices Diagnostics

The two-indices plane Hβ versus [MgFe] displayed in panels (a0 and (b) of Figure 3 show the

sample of normal galaxies by [12] and that of pair and shell galaxies by [74] in which some evidence

of dynamical interaction is found. The two groups of galaxies show the same behaviour (the issue

will be widely discussed in Section 2.6). Diagnostic planes like this are customarily used to infer

the age, metallicity and degree of enhancement (see [57]) of ETGs by comparing the data with

their theoretical counterparts. The technique in use is the so-called “Minimum Distance Method”:

as a galaxy corresponds to a point in this plane, the theoretical values of age, metallicity, (and

Γα or ΓZ), are given by the node of the underlying grid closest to it (see [57], for all details).

There is an important issue to be clarified. Considering that the age of the Universe provided by

WMAP (Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe) is 13.7 ± 0.2 Gyr [75], a significant number of

galaxies fall below the 13 Gyr age-line even for the solar-scaled compositions (no enhancement in

α-elements). There are several reasons for the observational Hβ being too low compared to the

theoretical expectation. First obvious observational uncertainties, second incompleteness of stellar

models and isochrones, third strong contamination by emission in particular for Hβ (it is worth

recalling that the data under consideration have already been corrected for emission), e.g., [76] who

have reported the presence of faint equivalent width as low as ∼0.1 − 1 Å) nebular emission

embedded in Hβ absorption profiles. Observational errors are estimated to amount to ∆Hβ ± 0.22 and

∆[MgFe] ± 0.17. Accuracy and completeness of stellar models have been examined in detail by [57]

to whom the reader should refer. Emission, customarily not included in theoretical indices, is by far

more uncertain to quantify. To reconcile things, the correction already applied by [60], the mean value

of which amounts to about 0.1 Å, should be increased to about 0.2 Å. However, instead of arbitrarily

changing the data, we prefer to drop from the sample all galaxies whose Hβ falls below a suitable

limit (see also the dashed line shown in the left panel of Figure 4 below). It is implicitly assumed that

owing to the observational uncertainty the data for the remaining galaxies are not in conflict with the

theoretical expectation.

Looking at the position of ETGs in various diagnostic planes in literature (these however are not

always with the same degree of accuracy in the stellar input of the indices modelling: stellar models,

isochrones, spectral libraries, inclusion and definition of α-enhancement and other details too specific to

be touched upon here) the following scenario was soon evident:
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Figure 2. (a) The ∆ log(t) versus MV relation. Filled circles are the galaxies defining the

age limit (i.e., those with no sign of dynamical rejuvenation, see the text for details), the

heavy stars are the three galaxies of this group belonging to the Virgo cluster, and the open

circles are all remaining galaxies. The eye drawn long-dashed-dotted line is only meant to

visualize the age limit. Finally, the position of M32, NGC 4649 is indicated. Superposed to

this diagram are the fading lines of SSPs: the thin dotted and solid lines are for Z = 0.004

and Z = 0.05, respectively; each dot along the lines marks the age in step of 1 Gyr starting

from 20 Gyr (top) down to 4 Gyr (bottom); the thin horizontal lines locate the loci of constant

age (20, 15, 10, 7, and 5 Gyr starting from the top). Finally, the fading lines of SSP (in pairs

because of the different metallicity) are shown for different values of the total mass, namely

1012, 1011, 1010, 109, and 108 × M⊙ from right to left; (b) The ∆ log(Z/Z⊙) versus MV

relation. The thick dashed line is the linear regression of the results. All other symbols are

as in the Top Left Panel. The position of M32 and NGC 4649 is indicated; (c) the same as

in the Top Right Panel but for the ∆[Mg/Fe] versus MV relation. The thick dashed line is

the linear regression of the results. (Reproduced with permission from [42]. Copyright 1998

Astronomy and Astrophysics).

(a) (b)

(c)
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Figure 3. (a) The Hβ versus [MgFe] plane for the galaxies (full dots) of [12] and the

models (solid lines) of ETGs of [40]. Each model is labelled by its baryonic mass MB

in units of 1012M⊙. The dotted lines are isochrones of different age (in Gyr) as indicated.

The line called CMR-strip with the mean and maximum metallicities of the galactic models

annotated along it is the analog of the CMR. The solid triangles show the evolutionary path

of the 3 × 1012 M⊙ model galaxy of [2] calculated with the closed-box formalism. The full

dots and their mean error bars are the Re/8 data of [12]. Finally, the vectors ∆ logHβ and

∆ log[MgFe] display the mean shift in the data going from the R/8 data to the Re/2 data. To

our knowledge this is the only case in literature where instead of SSPs, galaxy models are

used; (b) the same as in the left panel but for the galaxies (asterisks) by [12] and the sample

of shell (full circles) and pair (full squares) galaxies by [74], and SSPs from [42] of different

metallicity. The dotted dashed lines are isochrones of different age. Normal and dynamically

interacting galaxies have the same distribution. (a) is reproduced with permission from [40],

Copyright 1996 Astronomy and Astrophysics. (b) is reproduced with permission from [74],

Copyright 2000 Astronomy and Astrophysics.

(a) (b)

Field galaxies. Looking at the field ETGs of [12] and other more recent samples, (i) there is a large

scatter in Hβ, perhaps as a result of the stronger sensitivity of this index to SF with respect to other

indicators. Similar scatter occurs also with other indices of the same type, e.g., Hγ ; (ii) The mean

metallicities of ETGs probably span the range Z⊙ ≤ Z ≤ 3Z⊙ as indicated by comparing theoretical

models with data (see e.g., [4,13,14,40]); (iii) The field ETGs do not follow the relation expected in

this diagram for objects matching the CMR [40] that is nicely followed by cluster ETGs, even though a

significant scatter is seen [44,45,47,49,50].

Cluster galaxies. Long ago [44,45] measured the Hβ and [MgFe] indices for a number of Elliptical

(EGs) and S0 galaxies in the Fornax cluster. In this sample, EGs crowd toward low values of Hβ and

high values of [MgFe] and seem compatible with old ages, whereas S0s scatter on a much broader region

perhaps indicating recent stellar activity. In addition to this, the cluster EGs of [44,45] are much less
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dispersed along the Hβ axis than the field EGs of [12]. Finally, compiling literature data, [77] derive the

Hβ vs. [MgFe] plane for EGs in loose and compact groups. Despite the small number of objects in total,

ETGs in loose groups behave similarly to field ETGs, whereas ETGs in compact groups mimic cluster

ETGs. In clusters and compact groups SFH is more concentrated, in field and loose groups SFH more

diluted. Over the years many other samples became available, in general confirming the above scenario.

Does all this imply that a galaxy’s environment play an important role in determining its evolution?

Perhaps favoring secondary activity of star formation like the one suggested by [40,42]?

Figure 4. (a) Hβ versus [MgFe] plane in presence of the enhancement in α-elements and

comparison between theory and observational data for galaxies in the local universe. Each

hatched area is comprised between two SSPs of different metallicity (Z = 0.008 left-side

and Z = 0.070 right-side). Along each SSP the age increases from 2 (top) to 13 Gyr

(bottom). Each area is for a different value of the total enhancement factor Γα (the definition

at varying metallicity is adopted). The data are the normal galaxies (open-triangles) of [60]

corrected for emission (mean error bars are indicated). The dashed line is meant to provide

a lower limit to Hβ below which observational uncertainties may be so strong to render the

comparison with theory meaningless (see the text for more details); (b) Γα versus T (in

Gyr) plane. The data correspond to the sub-sample of the Trager catalogue selected to have

−0.30[MgFe]+2.25 ≤ Hβ ≤ 2.5. Open circles are for −0.30[MgFe]+2.25 ≤ Hβ ≤ 1.6 and

filled triangles for 1.6 < Hβ ≤ 2.5. Long-dashed lines show the linear best fit for the whole

sample. Mean error in age and Γα is shown. The top panel gives the age distribution for both

sub-samples as indicated, whereas the right panel gives the Γα distribution. Reproduced with

permission from [68]. Copyright 2007 International Astronomical Union.

(a) (b)

Truly young or several episodes of SF? While the simplest explanation would be that some galaxies

are truly young objects, the reality could be more complex in the sense that all galaxies in that sample

are old but underwent different histories of SF. Some of them completed their stellar activity in the
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distant past with no evidence of subsequent episodes. Others had a more prolonged SF history, perhaps

in recurrent episodes of short duration and low intensity [13,14,40]. Reference [40] argued that the total

duration of the star-forming activity should become longer at decreasing σ (mass). Therefore, physical

conditions in low-luminosity (mass) ETGs seem to favor the occurrence of secondary stellar activity.

This seems to be less probable in the bright massive ones. See also [48,78] for similar conclusions.

Secondary stellar activity is also more probable in field and loose groups of ETGs than in those belonging

to compact groups and clusters. References [44,45,47,49,50] measured the Hβ and [MgFe] indices for a

number of E and S0 galaxies in the Fornax cluster. In this sample, ETGs crowd toward low values of Hβ

and high values of [MgFe] and seem to be compatible with old ages, whereas S0s scatter over a much

broader region, perhaps indicating recent SF activity. Furthermore, the cluster ETGs of [45] are much

less dispersed in Hβ than the field ETGs of [12]. Does all this imply that the environment of a galaxy

may play an important role in determining its evolution?

2.5.4. Role of Enhancement of α-Elements on Age and Metallicity Determination: Another

Intrinsic Degeneracy?

The large scatter in Hβ shown by galaxies in the right and left of Figures 3 and 4 is commonly

attributed to a large scatter in the age caused by secondary episodes of star formation. The scatter in

[MgFe] is commonly attributed to metallicity. If there would be no effect of Γα (or ΓZ) on Hβ the

scatter in age is an obvious conclusion. However, the dependence of Hβ on Γα (or ΓZ) makes this

conclusion questionable at least for galaxies whose Hβ falls in the range 1 to 1.6–1.8, i.e., for the vast

majority of them. Leaving aside galaxies with very strong Hβ in the range 1.8 to 2.0, for which the

age scatter seems to be unavoidable (looking at Hβ versus age diagram these high values are possible

only for stars younger than about 3 to 5 Gyr), let us concentrate on the region where most galaxies

crowd, i.e., for Hβ in the range 1 to 1.6–1.8. In this interval, models predict that Hβ increases when

Γα goes from 0 to 0.4 by a factor ∆Hβ = 0.2 to about 0.4 as the metallicity increases from Z = 0.008

to 0.07. This variation is comparable to if not larger than that obtained by varying the age at given Z

and Γα. Therefore, the effect of Γα (or ΓZ) on Hβ in particular, is far from being negligible, and we

may predict that among old objects of the same age there could be a natural scatter in the diagnostic

planes caused by galaxy to galaxy variations in the mean degree of enhancement due to the particular

star formation history [65]. To cast light on this issue and the role played by the three parameters on the

observational scatter in the Hβ versus [MgFe] plane, the following analysis is made. We start selecting

from the sample of galaxies shown in the left panel of Figure 4, a sub-set suited to our purposes: first

we drop all galaxies with very large Hβ (larger than 2.5) as they are very likely affected by ongoing

or recent star formation; secondly, we drop all galaxies whose Hβ is below the dashed line shown in

left panel of Figure 4. The remaining galaxies should represent a fair sub-sample in which the effects

of the three parameters are evenly balanced. We need now to specify what we mean by normal- and

strong-Hβ. As the range spanned by Hβ for variations in Z, Γα (or ΓZ) and age (we assume 1/3 of the

Hubble time, i.e., 4 Gyr) is of the order of 0.3 Å, we add this quantity to the mean value for a solar

scaled old galaxy (∼1.4 Å) and take Hβ = 1.6 as the transition from typical to high values. Using

the ages, metallicities and Γα found with the minimum-distance method for this sub-sample of galaxies,
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in the right panel of Figure 4 we correlate the age with Γα using different symbols for galaxies with

low- and high-Hβ . Galaxies with Hβ ≤ 1.6 (empty circles) are preferentially (∼66%) old (13 Gyr)

and spanning a large range of Γα; in this group, however, there are also a few younger objects with

Γα ≤ 0.2. Galaxies with Hβ > 1.6 tend to be younger (71% between 2 and 7 Gyr) (more recent episodes

of star formation), less enhanced in α-elements (∼67% with Γα ≤ 0.2), and to span a narrower range of

Γα than in the previous group. However also in this case there are objects of both old age and high Γα.

The age and Γα distributions for the two groups are shown in the top and right panels in the right part

of Figure 4. Finally, taking the linear best fit of the data regardless of Hβ (long-dashed line) the general

trend emerges: at increasing age the degree of enhancement increases as shown by the long dashed line

in the central panel right part of Figure 4. Using the theoretical estimates of the three parameters we

look for general correlations and find that at increasing age of the last episode of star formation the mean

enhancement increases in agreement with current understanding of SNa explosions on galactic chemical

enrichment. This scenario is somehow supported by the results for dynamical NB-TSPH simulations

by [23] and the companion study of their chemical properties, the degree of enhancement in particular,

by [24].

2.6. Indices and Broad-Band Colors as Tracers of the SF Activity

To what extent indices and broad-band colors in different photometric system would reflect the past

SFH of the host galaxy as we see it today? Answering this question could somehow constrain current

models of galaxy formation in the monolithic or hierarchical scheme. To this end, here we present

ad hoc photometric Montecarlo simulations of SF owing to either mergers or internal causes [57,74].

The complex star formation history of an early–type galaxy is reduced to a burst of relatively recent

star formation superposed to the bulk population made of old stars. The latter are in turn represented

by a SSP whose age is randomly selected between the ages T1 and T2. The young stellar component,

formed during the recent burst of star formation, is represented by a SSP whose age Tb is randomly

selected between T2 and a lower limit T3. Typical values for the age limits are: T1=13, T2=10, and

T3=0.1 Gyr. The time-scale of the two star forming event are always assumed to be short compared to

all other relevant timescales (ages, and Hubble time). The intensity of star formation is expressed by the

parameter β giving the percentage of the galaxy baryonic mass engaged in the star forming episode. The

past SFH of the simulated galaxy is schematically shown in panel (a) of Figure 5.

Since we are interested in guessing the minimum threshold above which the secondary episode gets

importance in affecting the line strength indices, we will consider only the case in which the secondary

episode involves a minor fraction of the galaxy mass. Typical values for the strength of the primary and

secondary episodes of star formation are β1=0.98 and β2=0.02.

The metallicity Z1 of the old stellar component is randomly selected between 0.008 (50% of the solar

value) and 0.07 (3.25 the solar value). We have also built simulations in which the metallicity of the old

component is forced to linearly increase from 0.008 and 0.07 over the age range T1 to T2. The metallicity

Z2 of the young component is randomly chosen over the whole range (i.e., from Z=0.008 to Z=0.07),

thus simulating the widest range of possibilities, going from acquisition of external less processed gas to

chemical enrichment during the burst.
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Figure 5. (a) Artistic view of the SFH in the model galaxies: an old dominant episode of

intensity IB = β1 whose age is comprised between T1 = 13 and T2 = 10 Gyr ago, followed

by another episode of intensity IB = β2 occurring at any arbitrary age comprised between

T2 = 10 and T3 = 0.1 Gyr ago; the intensities of the two SF episodes can randomly vary;

(b) Observational data and MonteCarlo simulations in the Hβ vs. [MgFe] plane. Left Insert:

The normal galaxies of [60] indicated by the open triangles and the shell- and pair-galaxies

of [74] indicated by the filled squares. Note the smooth and nearly vertical distribution of

both groups of galaxy. Central Insert: MonteCarlo simulations for the set of parameters

T1=13 Gyr, T2=2 Gyr, β1=1, no additional bursts of star formation. The metallicity is

randomly chosen in the interval 0.008≤Z≤0.07, no enhancement of α-element is considered

(Γα=0). The solid lines are two SSPs with Z=0.008 (left) and Z=0.07 (right). Four values of

the age, i.e., 2, 3, 8 and 13 Gyr are marked. The thin dotted lines are the loci of constant age.

The very large age range is required to get full coverage of the range in Hβ spanned by the

data. Right Insert: MonteCarlo simulations according to the recipe: T1=13 Gyr, T2=5 Gyr,

random burst of star formation activity at a time in the interval 0.1≤ T1 ≤5, the same interval

for the minimum and maximum metallicity and the same Γα as in the previous simulations.

The percentage of the young population is β2=0.02. The bulk population formed in the time

interval T3 to T2 obeys the universal law of metal enrichment. All other symbols have the

same meaning as in the Central Insert. (c) The same as in panel (b) but with the enhancement

of alpha-elements as indicated. Reproduced with permission from [57]. Copyright 2004

John Wiley & Sons.

(a) (b)

(c)
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The simulations are first performed for SSPs with solar partition of elements, i.e., Γα=0 (or ΓZ=0)

and then for Γα >0 (another dimension is added to the problem).

Finally, random errors are applied to the model line absorption indices indices to better simulate the

observations (see [57] for all details). The error affecting an index is randomly evaluated according to

∆I = −
〈

∆I
I

〉

O
I + 2 × ǫ

〈

∆I
I

〉

O
I where ǫ is a random number between 0 and 1, and the subscript O

stands for “observational”.

The data to interpret are the line absorption indices of the normal ETGs in the [12,60] and the sample

of the shell- and pair-galaxies of [74] which likely show evidences of past interaction and perhaps

dynamical rejuvenation. The observational Hβ vs [MgFe] plane for the [12,74] are shown in the panels

(a) and (b) where we note the nearly identical distributions, and those of [60,74] in the panels (b) and (c)

of Figure 5.

Large scatter in age and metallicity of the bulk population. This is the simplest interpretation

of the distribution of the galaxies in the Hβ vs. [MgFe] plane. Neglecting important effects due to

enhancement in α-elements and recent stellar activity, matching the observational range of the data

would require the bulk population of early type galaxies being formed in different epochs from galaxy

to galaxy over a time-scale comparable to the Hubble time. In the central insert of panel (b) of Figure 5

we show a simulated sample of 100 objects for which the following parameters are assumed: T1=13 Gyr,

T2=2 Gyr, β1=1, no increase of the metallicity in this time interval, no later bursts of stellar activity,

and finally Γα=0. The models galaxies distribute along the SSP lines of different metallicity according

to their age. The simulation significantly differs from the observational data shown in left part of the

same panel of Figure 5. Even if this view could be fitted into the classical hierarchical scheme of galaxy

formation, it can be hardly sustained because it would predict spectro-photometric properties not fully

compatible with the observational data for ETGs.

Random bursts of star formation. Bursts of star formation (from one to several) superposed to

an old dominant population of stars seem to be more plausible and yield better results. Galaxies are

conceived as old, nearly coeval systems, their population being approximated by a single SSP with age

between T1=13 and T2=10 Gyr; this age range agrees with the current age estimate of ETGs in rich

clusters [79]. A burst of stellar activity is added at an age Tb randomly chosen in the interval T2 – T3.

Finally all the simulations are for Γα=0. The maximum intensity of the superposed burst amounts to

2% of the total mass, i.e., β1=0.98 and β2=0.02. The simulations are presented in order of increasing

complexity. We limit ourselves here to discuss the results and to highlight the point of disagreement with

the observational data. For more detail see [57,74].

(i) Stronger bursts of star formation (i.e., engaging more than 2% of the mass) are nor suited as they

would predict too high values of Hβ and too many young objects.

(ii) The expected distribution of objects with respect to the Hβ index is at variance with the

observational one. Indeed models of this type predict a bimodal distribution, whereby the old galaxies

(those for which the burst is almost as old as the bulk of their stellar populations) clump together in the

lower portion of the diagram, whereas the “young” objects (those with very young bursts) form a tail

extending to high values of Hβ.

(iii) Nevertheless, the burst alone cannot explain the smooth distribution observed at low Hβ values.

This is because the Hβ index of a stellar population for which the 2% of the mass is in “young” stars and
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the remaining 98% in old stars, may jump to the observed high values, but, fading very rapidly as the

young stars disappear, cannot easily match the intermediate values. Slowing down the index decrease

(corresponding to aging the “young” component) by increasing the percentage of mass involved by the

young burst produces an uncomfortably large fraction of objects in the upper part of the diagram. A

complex interplay between burst intensity and mean age of the stellar population should then take place,

with the old bursts being on average stronger than the recent ones. It must be said, however, that when

the burst itself is larger than a few percent of the total mass, the definition of the average age of the bulk

of the stellar population becomes a problem.

(iv) The difficulty is partially cured assuming that the old population has an average age spreading over

a significant fraction of the Hubble time (T2 ≃ 5 Gyr). This is meant to indicate that either the object has

been growing for such a long time with a low star formation rate, or that its major star formation activity

was not confined to an early epoch. The young component is left to occur. It appears immediately that

the observed smooth distribution in the Hβ index together with the young tail is much better reproduced

by such a kind of models (see [57,74] for details).

(v) Another problem arises if the metallicity is randomly selected. The distribution of the models

galaxies in the left insert of panel (b) of Figure 5 strictly follows the path of a SSP, whereas the data run

much steeper. We take this point to invoke the existence of a relation between the age of the bulk stellar

population and its average metallicity. The simulations better fit the data.

The right insert of panel (b) of Figure 5 shows our final experiment incorporating all the hints we

have been discussing so far. The simulations are based on the following parameters and assumptions:

T1=13 Gyr, T2=5 Gyr, T3=0.1 Gyr, β1=0.98, β2=0.02, average metallicity of the bulk of the stellar

population forced to linearly increase from Z=0.008 to Z=0.070 over the time interval T1 to T2. Thanks

to the combined effect of the large age and metallicity spread for the bulk population, the distribution

in Hβ vs. [MgFe] plane is nearly vertical. The larger range of metallicity is necessary to maintain a

significant dispersion in [MgFe], because age differences tend to compensate metallicity differences. If

the latter interpretation is correct, it suggests that young early-type galaxies in the field are on average

more metal-rich than old systems, with an average metallicity gradient of about ∆log(Z)/∆log(t)≃ −0.7,

the latter value being very dependent on the younger limit of the bulk age.

The main conclusion out of these simulations is that in addition to the mass dominating old population,

which however has to be built up over a large time interval and under a suitable age-metallicity

relationship, sprinkles of stellar activity in the recent or very recent past ought to considered in nearly

all galaxies to reconcile theory and observations. However, that all galaxies have undergone recent star

forming activity is perhaps too demanding and other alternatives should be explored.

The α-enhancement alternative. The results obtained by [57,65,66,68] for SSPs of the same age

and metallicity but different degrees of enhancement in α-elements offer a third plausible explanation.

To bottom line of the model is best explained by recalling the comparison between data and theory in the

Hβ vs. [MgFe] plane in presence of enhancement in α-elements already shown in panel (a) of Figure 4.

Several points are soon evident:

(i) The majority of galaxies (those with Hβ≤2) are fully compatible with being very old objects of

the same age (say about 13 Gyr) but a different degree of enhancement in α-elements going from Γα=0

to Γα=0.5 (taking the so-called natural width caused by a possible variation in single elemental species
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into account). As a matter of fact, an old galaxy (say a 10-13 Gyr object) being shifted to higher Hβ by

high Γα and/or [Xel/Fe] ([Ti/Fe] as a prototype) could lie in the same region occupied by a galaxy of

significantly younger age and solar abundance ratios. At least part of the scatter along the Hβ axis could

be due to a different degree of enhancement in α-elements.

(ii) Only for galaxies with Hβ>2, unless their enhancement factor Γα and abundance ratios [Xel/Fe]

(like [Ti/Fe]) are larger than the above limits, the presence of secondary star forming activity ought to

be invoked.

(iii) Looking at the position of models of constant metallicity and age but different Γα and/or

[Xel/Fe] (for instance [Ti/Fe]), they scatter along a nearly vertical line. This implies that the metallicity

relationship invoked for the bulk old population is no longer required. The vertical distribution of the

data is simply caused by the compensatory effect of different combinations of Z, Γα and [Xel/Fe] ([Ti/Fe]

in our case).

(iv) Secondary episodes of star formation are no longer a common feature to all galaxies, but an

exceptional event limited to a small number of them. This agrees with the age distribution obtained

by [65].

The α-Model is confirmed by the MonteCarlo simulations shown in the panel (c) of Figure 5. In

the left insert we show the case of old galaxies with no secondary activity: the bulk population spans

the age range given by T1=13 Gyr and T2=10 Gyr with β1=1 and β2=0, whereas the metallicity and

α-enhancement span the whole range for the parameters Z, Γα, and [Xel/Fe] ([Ti/Fe] taken as a measure

of the natural width). The models well match the bulk of data, i.e., galaxies with Hβ≤2, and yield a

distribution in the Hβ vs. [MgFe] plane which is nearly vertical (no memory of the SSPs path). In the

right insert, we show the same but allowing for recent burst to occur at the age Tb randomly chosen in

the interval T2 to T3. The burst intensity is for β2=0.02. But for the few galaxies clearly caught in the

burst mode (those with Hβ>2), the two theoretical distributions are nearly identical and both fairly well

reproduce the observational data.

These simulations open the gate to an interesting alternative explanation, i.e., that the large scatter

in Hβ and [MgFe] is predominately caused by a spread in the chemical parameters metallicity Z and

enhancement factor Γα rather than metallicity and age in the bulk population of a galaxy. Secondary

activity of star formation is unavoidable only for a minority of objects.

The scatter in Z, Γα and also individual [Xel/Fe] of the dominant old stellar component could be

attributed to different kinds of star formation at the very early epochs, perhaps related to the physical

conditions in the proto-galaxy affecting not only the intensity and duration of the star formation process,

but also the stars’ IMF and the abundance ratios in turn.

Interacting vs. Normal galaxies. Two important questions have been addressed by [74,80–82]:

(i) Do interacting and normal galaxies differ in some properties of their spectral indices? (ii) Is there

any combination of spectral indices able to date the interaction and the companion stellar activity? To

this aim, they selected a sample of ETGs located in low density environments with clear signatures of

interaction or fine structures (shell- and pair-galaxies). The results of those studies can be summarized

as follows: (i) Normal and pair-galaxies follow the universal σ vs. Mg2 relation, whereas shell-galaxies

lie above it. The Fe vs. Mg2 relation of normal, pair- and shell-galaxies is flatter than the theoretical

prediction. Once more this fact hints for enhancement of α-elements; (ii) In the σ vs. Hβ plane normal
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galaxies seem to follow a nice relation, along which galaxies with shallower gravitational potential have

stronger Hβ whereas shell- and pair-galaxies scatter all over the plane. A group of galaxies with deep

gravitational potential and strong Hβ is also found. Is this a signature of recent star formation? (iii)

Surprisingly, in the Hβ vs. [MgFe] plane shell, pair and normal galaxies share the same distribution.

There is, however, a group of peculiar galaxies with much stronger Hβ as compared to the normal

ones. Does it mean that the scatter seen in this diagram has a common origin, perhaps secondary

episodes of star formation that can occur independently of whether or not a galaxy is interacting? (iv)

The distribution of all galaxies in the Hβ vs. [MgFe] is confined within a narrow strip (narrow range

of metallicity) but it runs much steeper than the path followed by aging SSP. The latter trend was

only marginally evident with the less numerous [12] sample. The explanation of the nearly vertical

distribution of galaxies compared to that of SSPs was found in terms of secondary episodes of star

formation of different mean age, and intensity compared to the initial (and dominant) one accompanied

by chemical enrichment. The numerical simulations make soon clear that (a) the intensity of the

secondary activity cannot exceed a few % (say 2%) as otherwise too many galaxies with strong Hβ

would be expected; (b) the age interval between the dominant and secondary episode must be much

larger than about 2 Gyr otherwise we would notice a clump of low Hβ galaxies followed by a tail of high

Hβ objects distributed along the locus of an aging SSP of suited composition; (c) only assuming a much

longer age interval (say a significant fraction of the Hubble time) and important chemical enrichment

for the bulk population d log(Z)/d log(t) = 0.7 the observed distribution can be recovered. Therefore,

the smooth and steep distribution suggests large age ranges for the bulk stars and substantial chemical

enrichment (up to about two times solar).

Bursts of SF and dispersion of the Broad-Band Colors. With aid of above simulator of the SFH

in galaxies, we derive the color evolution of a composite galaxy made by two episodes of star formation

and compared it with the observational data. We limit ourselves here to show results for the classical

(B-V) color. These are displayed in Figure 6 as a function of the age Tb and intensity β2 of the secondary

activity. The insert correlates the time TR required by the post burst galaxy to recover its original red

color as a function of the burst intensity expressed by β2 × 100. It turns out that for many combinations

of Tb and β2, the resulting (B-V) color would be too blue compared with the typical colors of ETGs,

(B-V) = 0.95 ± 0.025. Stellar activities engaging 5% to 10% of the total mass and taking place as early

as 5 to 6 Gyr ago would be detectable. The situation becomes even worse for higher β2 and/or lower Tb.

This implies that only remote or minor star-forming events are allowed.

2.6.1. Dwarf ETGs in Galaxy Groups and Clusters: The Case of Abell 851 and Coma

The situation with dwarf ETGs seems to be the same independent of the age (redshift) of the

galaxy population. Indeed, the existence of blue, low-luminosity ETGs in Coma and Abell 851

(CL 0939 + 4713) detected by [83] in the far UV (F300W and F218W HST-WFPC2 observations),

supports the possibility that secondary activity of SF in these galaxies occurred randomly throughout

their lifetime. In contrast the bright ETGs once again seem to be very old objects undergoing passive

evolution since the initial star-forming activity. Abell 851 is a rich galaxy cluster at redshift z = 0.41, in

which the morphological classification for the majority of its galaxies is feasible. Possible evolutionary
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effects in the UV from z = 0.4 to the present time can be investigated by comparing the rest-frame

(mid-UV/optical) colors of galaxies in Abell 851 with balloon-borne data of other rich clusters such as

the Coma Cluster, as well as by resorting to suitable galaxy evolution models. The combined CMD for

the Abell-851 and Coma galaxies is presented in Figure 7. Mounting of the two sets of data has been

made applying the relative distance modulus ∆(m−M) = 6.47. The remarkable coincidence between

the two sets of data means that no significant evolution between the two epochs (from z = 0.4 to the

present) is detectable. Reference [83] assumed a Friedmann Universe with cosmological parameters

H0 = 50 km/s/Mpc, q0 = 0 and red-shift of galaxy formation zfor = 5. Therefore, the red-shift of

Abell 851 translates into the rest-frame age of 10.8 Gyr. The big filled circles show the expected CMR

of passively evolving galaxies (whose mass is indicated) as it would appear at the age of 10.8 Gyr

(red-shift z = 0.41). While bright galaxies are fully compatible with the expectation for purely passive

models (mass of about 1× 1012M⊙), this is not the case of those galaxies falling in the magnitude range

22 < m702 < 24 and blue color (near zero or negative). In order to be observed above the detection

limit (the dashed line), a recent episode of star formation is required. Owing to sensitivity of the blue

pass-bands F300W and mUV to the UV flux, the star forming episode in the Abell galaxies must have

occurred not too long before the age interval sampled by the data (10.8 Gyr). Galaxies whose secondary

activity terminated only a few 108 yr earlier than the reference age would fall below detection. The

models correspond to burst ages Tb = 10.0, 10.4, and 10.7 Gyr, constant duration of 0.01 Gyr, and

relative intensities Ib = β2 (percentage of mass turned into stars) of 1%, 5% and 10%. The argument

applies also to faint ETG’s in Coma with the only difference that the reference age is significantly older

(say about 13 Gyr). Since there is no reason why Abell 851 and Coma faint ETG’s should coordinate

their efforts in triggering star formation, the unavoidable conclusion is that faint (low mass) galaxies are

able to undergo recent (likely current) stellar activity and only those in which the process is underway or

just over are detected in this CMD.

2.7. Scale Relations: Fundamental Plane

As it is known from long time, ETGs are similar in their structural and dynamical properties and

obey empirical relationships among colors, luminosities, half-light radii, surface brightness profiles, and

velocity dispersions that are ultimately related to their stellar content and dynamics. They are known as

the Scaling Laws, among which particularly important are the Fundamental Plane (FP), the Kormendy

Relation (KR), the Star Mass-Radius Relation (MRR), see [84,85] for extended reviews of the subject.

In the following, we briefly touch upon the so-called “Tilt of the Fundamental Plane” and postpone the

discussion of the MRR and KR to Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
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Figure 6. Simulations of the scatter in the (B-V) colour of ETGs, induced by secondary

episodes of SF, as a function of the burst age TB and intensity IB. The shaded bar is (B-V)

= 0.95 ± 0.025, typical mean value for ETGs. The burst intensity β2 are in fractions of the

total baryonic mass, i.e., the relation β1 + β2 = 1 is applied. The percentage β2 is multiplied

by 100. The age is in Gyr. Reproduced with permission from [57]. Copyright 2004 John

Wiley & Sons.

Tilt and Tightness of the Fundamental Plane. In the space of the central velocity dispersion σ,

effective radius Re, and surface brightness Ie, ETGs cluster around a plane called the Fundamental

Plane. Using the coordinate system defined by [86], mere rotation in the space of σ, Re, and Ie, the

Virial Theorem, and the identities L = c1Ie R
2
e and M = c2σ

2Re, the physical coordinates correspond

to κ1 = 1√
2
log[M

c2
], κ2 = 1√

6
log[ c1

c2
(M/L)I3e ], and κ3 = 1√

3
log[ c1

c2
(M/L)] where c1, and c2 are the

so-called virial coefficients. Of particular relevance is the projection of the FP onto the κ1 − κ3 plane,

where the FP is seen edge on. In the case of the Virgo elliptical galaxies to avoid distance uncertainties,

the relation κ3 = 0.15κ1 + 0.36 with dispersion σ(k3) = 0.05 is found (see [87]). First the Fundamental

Plane is tight, second it tilts because the ratio M/LB increases with the galaxy mass. Reference [88]

investigated two possible origins of the tilt: a systematic variation of the IMF (of power-law type) and a

trend in the relative proportions and distributions of bright and dark matter. The conclusion is that in both

cases, in order to explain the tilt and tightness of the FP at the same time, major changes and fine tuning

are required. In brief, the IMF or relative bright/dark matter distribution should change along the FP,

but at every position a small dispersion in the IMF or relative bright/dark matter distribution is required

to preserve the tightness. In a subsequent paper along the same line, reference [87] looked at various

effects of a structural and dynamical nature (such as orbital radial anisotropy, relative bright/dark matter

distributions, shape of the light profiles) under the assumption of a constant stellar mass-to-light ratio.

While anisotropy gives a marginal effect, variations in the bright/dark matter distributions and/or shape

of the light profiles can produce the tilt. Also in this case fine tuning is, however, required to preserve the
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tightness of the FP. The idea of an IMF varying with the physical conditions of the interstellar medium,

and the galaxy type in turn, was explored systematically by [73], who reproduced the tilt of the FP. The

problem was further investigated by [23] with the aid of NB-TSPH models of galaxy formation and

evolution and a simplified description of their photometric properties, and the observational data of [89].

The results are shown in Figure 8. Tilt and tightness are reasonably accounted for.

Figure 7. Dwarf galaxies in Abell 851 and Coma Clusters. Models showing the expected

location of both passively evolved and young population contaminated ETGs, superimposed

to the UV/optical C-M diagram for ETGs of both Abell 851 and Coma Clusters. Both models

and galaxy magnitudes have been scaled to z = 0.41. The meaning of symbols, both for data

and models, is given by the key in the figure. On the right side are represented galaxy models

at a fixed age of 10.8 Gyr with mass of 1010, 1011, and 1012M⊙ respectively, which consist

of an aging, uncontaminated single-burst population. Dashed lines connect both the highest

and lowest mass models to their expected location in case they have experienced recent

“rectangular" bursts having constant duration (108 yr) and slightly different efficiencies β2

(within 1% to 3%), centered at a time Tb of 0.1, 0.4, and 0.8 Gyr before the epoch recorded by

the observations, respectively. Multiple symbols correspond to the above slightly different

efficiencies of the recent burst. The dot-dashed line represents the FOCA detection limit

for UV observations of Coma Cluster galaxies. Reproduced with permission from [83].

Copyright 2000 American Astronomical Society.

2.8. Galaxy Formation in Cosmological Context

Over the past two decades, major efforts have been made to acquire data of unprecedented richness,

completeness and depth that enlightened the properties of ETGs from the local Universe to high redshift

all the way to z ≃ 2 and beyond (see [84,85,90–93], for exhaustive and updated reviews of the

subject). Thanks to this, the frontier for high-z objects has been continuously and quickly extended

from z ∼ 4–5 [94,95], and z ∼ 6 [96,97] to z ∼ 10 [98–100]. According to the current view, first
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galaxies formed at z ∼ 10–20 [101] or even z ∼ 20–50 when DM haloes containing BM in cosmological

proportions gave origin to the first sufficiently deep gravitational potential wells [102–104]. In addition

to this, there is observational evidence for large and red galaxies already in place at very high redshift

(see [105,106]). Furthermore this high redshift universe is obscured by copious amounts of dust

(see [107–114]), whose origin and composition are a matter of debate [115–120] but surely are of stellar

origin thus implying star formation activity at very early (high redshift) epochs.

Mass assembly and star formation. The analysis of this body of data has assessed the following:

(i) Low- as well as high-redshift (z ∼ 1) data indicate that cluster ETGs formed the bulk of their stars

at redshifts z ≥ 3, whereas ETGs in low-density environments did it at redshifts z ≥ 1.5 − 2, i.e., with

a time delay of about 1–2 Gyr; (ii) The duration of the major star-formation phase is shorter in massive

galaxies and longer in the less massive ones; the oldest stellar populations are indeed found in the most

massive galaxies. Furthermore, existing data suggest that the most massive ETGs are fully assembled at

z ∼ 1; (iii) With increasing redshift the number density of ETGs, especially of the less massive ones,

decreases. Beyond z ≃ 1 the space density of ETGs drops significantly, and ETGs are gradually replaced

by a population of massive, star burst galaxies, thus suggesting that ETGs could be the descendants of

these objects. In front of this observational scenario, current theoretical understanding is gasping for

breath. It is indeed commonly accepted that according to the hierarchical scenario small galaxies should

form prior to massive galaxies. However as already recalled, the redder colors, higher metallicities and

enhanced [α/Fe] ratios are all indicative of older stellar populations with rather short star formation time

scale (so called down-sizing). Stellar mass assembly favors massive ETGs at early times [121].

Luminosity and Mass distribution functions. Theory provides the mass function for DM haloes

(see e.g., [122], observations yield the luminosity functions of galaxies [123]. Arguments based on

the comparison of the cooling vs. the dynamical time fix the characteristic mass of galaxies at about

1012M⊙ [124–126]. However the theoretical luminosity function predicts an excess of small galaxies

and also an excess of massive galaxies in the nearby universe and a deficiency of high mass galaxies at

high redshift (see [92]).

Star formation rate and galaxy mass. The rate of star formation measured in different samples of

galaxies with a variety of methods is found to increases with the stellar mass of the galaxy along

the so-called Main Sequence. There is however a rich population of outliers for stellar masses in the

range ∼1010M⊙ to about 6 × 1011 M⊙ whose Start Formation Rate (SFR) may be as high as 10 times

the Main Sequence value or even higher [127].

Efficiency of Star formation. In a star forming environment, like giant molecular clouds, the efficiency

of star formation (SFE), defined as SFE = (SFR ×τD)/Mg, with SFR being the star formation rate,

τD the dynamical time scale and Mg the gas mass, is very small and nearly constant 0.2. Similar

value is found for the whole Milky Way and also for all nearby and distant disk galaxies, the so-called

Schmidt-Kennicutt relation [128,129] when the SFR is per unita area. In addition to this, star formation

in galaxies is bimodal: Ellipticals are red and Disk galaxies are blue, with very few objects in between.

This implies that either star formation is ongoing or it has quenched several Gyrs ago. In contrast, the

Green Valley is populated by Seyfert galaxies with intermediate age stellar populations [130]. See [92]

for a thorough discussion of the physical causes and implications.
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Figure 8. (a) Fundamental Plane of ETGs in the B passband, i.e., the relation log(Ms/LB)⊙

vs. logMs,12, where Ms,12 is the star mass in units of 1012M⊙. The small open circles and

open triangles are the normal/giant and dwarf ETGs of ([89], BBFN), respectively. The thin

dotted-dashed line labeled BBFN is the least square fit of the data limited to normal/giant

galaxies, i.e., M > 1010M⊙. The heavy dashed line shows the slope of the κ3 vs. κ1 relation

for ETGs in the Virgo cluster. This line can be shifted both horizontally and vertically

because its zero point has not yet been defined in the log(Ms/LB)⊙ vs. logMs,12 plane.

The filled squares are the models B of [23]. Those of Mh = 109M⊙ with slightly different

initial density are indicated by the labels LD (low density), ID (intermediate density) and

HD (high density). The thick solid line labeled Mod-B is the least square fit of models B

more massive than Mh = 1010M⊙. The agreement with the best fit of the data in the same

mass range (the dotted-dashed line) is remarkable. There is a small offset in the zero point

which can be attributed either to log(Ms,12/LB)⊙, a factor of 1.2 larger than the mean data,

or logMs,12, a factor of two smaller than the mean data. Also in this case, the slope agrees

with that of the κ3 vs. κ1 relation. The filled triangles connected by the line labeled Mod-A

are the models of type A (very high initial over-density) by [23]. Finally, the large open

stars are simple, largely analytical models with metallicities Z = 0.002 and Z = 0.02. The

dotted lines labeled by the metallicity are their linear fits (see [23], for any other detail);

(b) Three projections of the κ-space. In all panels the small empty squares are the ETGs

of [89] from dwarfs to giants, whereas the filled triangles and squares are the models of type

A and B of [23], respectively. The bottom panel shows the effect of Ie which over the whole

mass interval varies of a factor of about 300, whereas the mass-to-light ratio varies only by

a factor of 3. The dashed lines are the best fits of the models as indicated. The solid line is

the observational boundary κ1 +κ2 > 8 beyond which the zone of exclusion (ZOE) is found

(see [23], for a more detailed discussion of this plane). See the text for the discussion of this

panel. The mid panel is the FP seen edge on. The solid line is the best fit of the theoretical

models for galaxies with Mh ≥ 1012M⊙. Reproduced with permission from [23]. Copyright

2002 John Wiley & Sons.
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The star formation time scale. The SFR per unit stellar mass, otherwise known as the specific star

formation rate (SSFR) [131–133], yields the time scale of star formation (τSF = 1/SSFR). The

latter goes from about 10 Gyr to about 0.5 Gyr at z = 2 and remain constant afterwards, with a few

exceptions. This can be understood as a result of different feed back regulating star formation: via only

SNa explosions for 0 ≤ z ≤ 2 and SNa explosions plus Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) for z > 2.

Alternatively, it could be caused by much stronger inflow of gas at very early epochs triggering more

intense star formation as in the monolithic-like models with no AGNs calculated by [1,23,134–137].

However, the important role of AGNs cannot be excluded. See [92] for a deeper discussion of this issue.

Luminosity-Mass-Radius relationship. A modern version of this important relation is by [138] where

the radius is the half-light radius (nearly equal to the effective radius) and the mass and the luminosity

refer to the stellar content enclosed by this. This relationship combines data for ETGs with those of

Globular Clusters (GCs), ultra-compact dwarfs, normal dwarf galaxies and clusters of galaxies. Leaving

galaxy clusters aside, there is a continuous transition from GCs to bright ETGs, which is also evident

projecting the data on the mass-radius plane. The slope of this relation was explained by [23] as the

subtle product of the loci of constant initial density for dissipation-less collapse and the locus drawn

by the mass and radius of the maximum typical galaxy mass at different redshifts. It will be discussed

in more detail in Section 5. Dwarf galaxies deviate from this relation because they suffer more of

dissipative processes (e.g., galactic winds by SNe explosions) with respect to the nearly dissipation-less

case of more massive galaxies.

2.9. Conclusions from the Observational Preamble

The present-day challenge with ETGs is to unravel their formation and evolution history. In a

simplified picture of the issue, the problem can be cast as follows. Do ETGs form by hierarchical merging

of pre-existing sub-structures (maybe dwarf or disc galaxies) made of stars and gas? Was each merging

event accompanied by strong star formation? Or conversely, do they originate from the early aggregation

of lumps of gas turned into stars in the remote past via a burst-like episode ever since followed by quasi

quiescence so as to mimic a sort of monolithic process? In brief, the body of observational data acquired

over the past two decades concerning the CMR, the chemical abundances and abundance ratios, their

variation with the galaxy luminosity (mass), the line strength indices and associated diagnostic, the large

scale variation of masses, radii, spectro-photometric properties as a function of the redshift, the recent

discovery of downsizing of the mass assembly as a function of the redshift, and the time delay of the

bulk stellar activity increasing with decreasing galaxy mass and decreasing mean density of the galaxy

environments strongly suggest that:

(i) In massive ETGs, very intense activity in the remote past generated the bulk of stars perhaps

followed by minor episode of star formation in recent times. In contrast in low mass ETGs the bulk of

star formation occurred later in time perhaps in a number of secondary episode or even prolonged stellar

activity. In the latter galaxies, the situation is the same independently of the age (red-shift) of the galaxy

population. Indeed, the existence of blue, low-luminosity ETGs in clusters with different red-shift (see

e.g., Coma and Abell 851), supports the fact that secondary activity of star formation in these galaxies
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has randomly occurred all over their lifetime. Secondary stellar activity was also more probable in ETGs

belonging to the field and loose groups than in those belonging to compact groups and clusters.

(ii) The dispersion in indices like Hβ as well broad band colors suggest that subsequent episodes of

star formation were of small entity otherwise much larger scatter would be present.

(iii) Interacting and non-interacting ETGs (in low density environment the former and in the field the

latter) have the same distribution in some two-indices planes (e.g., Hβ vs. [MgFe]). This fact may suggest

that dynamical interactions are not a necessary prerequisite for the occurrence of secondary activity, but

internal causes are equally possible.

(iv) Major mergers and companion star formation in a relatively recent past are not likely, unless the

intensity of the secondary activity is very small (i.e., engaging less than a few percent of the total BM of

a galaxy). Were mergers the only possible mechanism to form massive ETGs, this should have occurred

in a remote past (half of the Hubble time at least). In any case, mergers with no star formation even in a

recent past cannot be excluded. But is this likely?

To conclude, the emergent picture does not seem to fit the classical paradigm of galaxy formation,

i.e., hierarchical aggregation in which small objects form first and then merge together to form bigger

and bigger objects all over the Hubble time. The observational data suggest a different scenario: early

aggregation of haloes of DM and BM into objects with mass comparable to the typical galaxy size,

accompanied by stellar activity followed by quiescence or quasi quiescence with the intensity and mode

of stars formation suitably depending on the mass and likely other physical properties, the most important

of which is the mean density of the medium out of which the galaxies are formed. We refer to this

mechanism as the early hierarchical, quasi monolithic view of galaxy formation. Therefore, the first

task here is to check whether the kind of proto-galaxies suited to our aims can be generated by the

cosmological medium at high redshift, and second to understand the physical conditions driving the type

and intensity of the star formation. In other words, we intend to examine whether a scenario in which all

important actions of the mass aggregation and star formation of a galaxy may take place at early epochs

and may yield model galaxies closely resembling the real ones.

3. Semi-Analythical and Numerical Galaxy Models

The advent of large galaxy surveys probing both the nearby (e.g., Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS),

Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS), and many others) and the distant Universe (e.g.,

HST-deep field, Spitzer, Herschel, etc.) has led to unprecedented progress in the empirical understanding

of galaxy formation and evolution. Nevertheless, it is difficult to link the galaxies we see at high redshift

with the ones we see in the local Universe and even more difficult and challenging is to frame all this

information in a coherent theoretical framework.

The current paradigm is the Λ-CDM model of the Universe, dominated by DE and DM (up to 95%

of the total mass budget whose nature is still a mystery), in which under the action of gravity and via

continuous mergers of small haloes of DM mass assembly of larger and larger entities of all scales are

formed, the DM haloes, in which BM collapses to give rise to stars and stellar mass assembly (in a word

to galaxies).
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This view is confirmed by large scale cosmological simulations of typically ∼500 Mpc on a side

in the framework of a given cosmological model of the Universe (nowadays the Λ-CDM) in which the

appearance, growth and subsequent aggregation of perturbations of all scales are suitably described, e.g.,

the Millennium Simulation by [139,140]. Considering the huge number of DM haloes (proto-galaxies

candidates) that come into existence, there is no room to include also BM and to follow the formation

of real galaxies with the desired accuracy. Therefore, the large scale cosmological simulations usually

leave BM aside. However, they are the back bone of existing models of galaxy formation with BM

included because they provide the mass assembly history of haloes (MAH) and the initial conditions

to the so-called monolithic-like galaxy models. Current models of galaxy formation and evolution

can be grouped in semi-analytical (SAMs) and hydrodynamical (HDMs). The latter in turn split in

two categories according to the numerical technique in use: the cell-based in the modern version with

adaptive meshes to follow a large range of scales (see [141], and references) and the particle-based in

the modern version of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (see [142], and references).

3.1. Semi-Analytical Models

Knowing the MAH of haloes, either retrieved from cosmological simulations or built up with

Monte-Carlo probabilistic techniques [143], the BM is added to haloes and assuming suitable

prescriptions for gas cooling and heating, star formation (often with chemical enrichment), energy

feedback by SNa explosions and AGN (the central black hole), morphological transformation of disks

into elliptical structures as a consequence of mergers, the population synthesis techniques to simulate

luminosities, magnitudes and colors of the stellar content, etc. In other words, the structure and history

of a galaxy are determined. Over the past two decades, SAMs have been world widely adopted to predict

and possibly to explain the observational data. Modern SAMs are very sophisticated codes (e.g., [144]),

however relatively easy to use, and often publicly-available together with their outputs. The advantage

of SAMs is that the importance of various physical processes can be easily gaged by looking at the

model response to turning a process on/off. The weakness of SAMs is that the physics is somewhat

controlled by hand and largely parameterized. Recent, critical review of the successes and ‘drawbacks

of SAMs is by [92] to whom we refer. Suffice it to say that the SAMs theory was largely successful

and in turn widely accepted [145–150] and that only recently some failures were brought into evidence.

To mention a few we recall the rapid decrease in the cosmic SFR, the number of dwarf galaxies, the

observed downsizing that simply opposes to the hierarchical view [151–153], the issue of gas accretion

versus mergers in driving star formation, and the recent evidence of a systematic steepening of the initial

mass function in massive ETGs (see [92,152], for all details and exhaustive referencing).

3.2. The NB-TSPH Models

As already mentioned the particle based models (combined with smoothed particle hydrodynamics)

are customarily used for large scale simulations of the cosmological tissue of the Universe in presence of

sole DM to determine the large scale mass assembly of the Universe (individual haloes, groups and

clusters of DM haloes, filamentary structure). In literature there are many, very successful studies

among which, to quote one for all, we recall ([139,140], and references therein). Combining the particle
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technique (in the so-called N-Body Tree formalism used to treat the gravitational interaction [154]) with

the Smooth Hydrodynamics technique to simulate a real fluid by a discrete number of particles [142,155],

and implementing all physical processes that are needed to follow the complex game of formation and

evolution of galaxies, one obtains the N-Body-Tree-Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (NB-TSPH)

models. The latter have been used in much less numerous studies to model galaxies in the so-called

monolithic-like scheme (see [1,23,134–137], and references therein). The merit of these models is the

effort to describe the formation and evolution of individual galaxies made of DM and BM according to

a given cosmological view of the Universe (e.g., S-CDM or Λ-CDM) from the time of their appearance

as perturbation seeds at a certain redshift to the present. The models follow the growth of the initial seed

by early aggregation of other seeds toward more and more distinct structures (maybe via the aggregation

of many sub-lumps of matter), the collapse and cooling of baryons toward the stage of star formation,

the conversion of gas into stars at a certain rate and specific efficiency, the chemical enrichment of the

gas by self pollution via mass loss by stellar winds and SNa explosions, the decline of star formation

both by gas heating due to energy feedback and gas consumption, the interplay between gas cooling and

heating, the establishment of a duty cycle among the various competing physical agents, the presence

of AGN phenomena (not always included because of the uncertainties and difficulties of this issue), and

finally gas ejections in form of galactic. All this is taken into with the minimum number of adjustable

parameters (ideally no one should be present). The goals of all those studies are the evolutionary history

of a galaxy from its initial conditions to the present and the comparison of the structural and physical

properties of the model galaxies with their observational counterparts.

4. The Monolithic View of Galaxy Formation and Evolution

In the so-called NB-TSPH formalism, each component of a galaxy (DM, gas and stars) is represented

by a number of particles (bodies) with different properties. Furthermore, the galaxy formation process

must be framed in a cosmological context for which some description is required. Galaxies continuously

change their properties due to a large variety of physical processes. The three components interact each

other by gravity, whereas gas undergoes some special effects caused by sources and sinks of energy,

e.g., radiative cooling and inverse Compton effect, heating by stellar feedback (supernova explosions,

and stellar winds), and the cosmic UV background. The gas may undergo star formation, and chemical

enrichment due to nuclear processing in stellar interiors, and mixing with stellar ejecta (supernovae and

stellar winds). Finally, extremely large ranges in physical values of the galaxy properties are possible.

In brief, galaxy masses Mh go from 106 to 1014M⊙ (8 orders of magnitude), gas temperature from 10

to 108 K (7 orders of magnitude), gas density from 10−33 to 10−18 g/cm3 (25 orders of magnitude),

length scales from 1 to 107 pc (7 orders of magnitude), and evolutionary time scales from 1 to 1010 years

(10 orders of magnitude).

To suitably describe a galaxy with the NB-TSPH technique, very large numbers of particles are

(would be) needed. For instance for baryonic mass of a galaxy of 1011M⊙ (medium/high size object),

the typical mass of the BM particle is about 104M⊙ whereas for a small size object with mass of

106M⊙, the mass of the BM particle goes from 104 to 102M⊙. Often the mass resolution is lower than

those limits. Finally, galaxies may be the site of extremely violent phenomena, such as the supernova
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explosions, supersonic turbulence and shocks, and AGN feedback that are still difficult to implement in

NB-TSPH models.

The galaxy models we are going to describe have been calculated with the NB-TSPH code “EvoL"

developed by [1,23,134–137,156–158] to whom the reader should refer for all details. Suffice to recall

here that EvoL is a Lagrangian N-Body parallel code designed to study the evolution of astrophysical

systems on any spatial scale, from large cosmological volumes to sub-galactic regions. In the following,

we will focus the attention only on the initial conditions, the star formation efficiency, chemical

enrichment, and the treatment of the interstellar medium (ISM) and leave aside all other physical and

technical details of NB-TSPH simulations of model galaxies that can be found in [1,134–137].

4.1. Initial Conditions from the Cosmological Tissue

The ideal procedure to derive the initial structure of a proto-galaxy would be to start from large scale

cosmological NB simulations of typically ∼500 Mpc on a side in the framework of a given cosmological

model so that the appearance, growth and subsequent aggregation of perturbations of all scales can

be suitably described, cfr. e.g., the Millennium Simulation by [139,140] who studied the formation,

evolution and clustering of DM haloes in the ΛCDM cosmology. Of course these simulations require

a huge number of particles: for instance, the Millennium run followed 21603 (more than 10 billions).

Considering the huge number of DM haloes (proto-galaxies candidates) that come into existence, only

a small number of particles will be used to describe the internal structure of many of them, the smaller

ones in particular. If this way of proceeding is fully satisfactory from the point of view of a large scale

cosmological simulation, it is not viable to study in detail single galaxies. These indeed will have total

masses ranging from 108 to 1013M⊙, dimensions from 1 to several tens of kpc, and MDM/MBM in

cosmological ratio where DM is by far dominating. To be properly described a single galaxy require

a large number of particles (at least 50,000) for each component. Repeated zooming in of smaller

sub-portions of the whole initial grid is often applied to catch small size objects like galaxies. However,

this procedure is quite expensive in terms of computational resources. Other strategies have been

adopted. In particular, an isolated perturbation is artificially created and evolved without following

the evolution of the much larger region of space in which it is located. (See for instance [1,134,135], and

references therein). In brief, one proceeds as follows:

(i) A given cosmological model of the Universe is assumed. [1] adopt the Λ-CDM concordance

cosmology, with values inferred from the WMAP-5 data [159]: flat geometry, H0 = 70.1 km/s/Mpc,

ΩΛ = 0.721, Ωb = 0.046 (giving a baryon ratio of ≃0.1656), σ8 = 0.817, and n = 0.96.

(ii) The growth of primordial perturbations is followed by means of COSMICS [160]. However,

since we are not interested here to a full cosmological simulation containing perturbations at all scales,

but only to a portion of it containing perturbations with assigned over-density, mass, and dimensions

chosen a priori, the size of the sub-portion is fixed in such a way that the wavelength of the perturbation

corresponding to the chosen over-density and mass is similar to (but suitably smaller than) the size of

the sub-portion. The aim is to construct a reference proto-halo containing DM and BM particles in the

right proportions, each of which with its own known mass, position and velocity vector. This reference

proto-halo, instead of being constructed by hand as in [23], is now derived coherently with the chosen
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cosmological scenario. Casting the problem in a different way, instead of searching within a large scale

realistic cosmological box the perturbation most suited to our purposes, we suppose that a perturbation

with the desired properties is already there, and derive the positions and velocities of all its DM and BM

particles from a self-consistent, small-size cosmological box tailored to the perturbation we have chosen.

(iii) This reference halo corresponds to the largest mass of the whole sample of galaxy models

calculated by [1]. The grid containing the density perturbation has the size of L = 9.2 comoving

Mpc on a side, and is populated by 463 particles. The regular positions of the particles are perturbed

by COSMICS consistently with cosmological random gaussian fluctuations. Furthermore, a density

peak is constrained to form at some very early epoch a virialized structure near to the center of the box

(COSMICS allows us to specify the properties of the constrained density peak to model the density field

in the desired way). A gaussian spherical over-density is imposed with average linear density contrast

δρ = 3, smoothed over a region of radius 3.5 comoving Mpc. We remind the reader that the linear density

contrast is defined as < ρ > /ρbg − 1 (where ρbg is the average matter density of the Universe), and it

can be extrapolated beyond the linear regime; it would be equal to 1.86 at the epoch of virialization.

Requiring a higher value in COSMICS simply bounces back in time the epoch of virialization.

(iv) Starting from these input assumptions, COSMICS returns the initial comoving positions and the

initial peculiar velocities of the particles at the time in which the highest density perturbation is exiting

the linear regime (i.e., it has ρ/ρbg − 1 = 1). This is an important point to remember. COSMICS is used

only up to the exit from the linear regime. The subsequent evolution of the DM and BM haloes during

the non-linear regime is followed by NB-TSPH simulations.

(v) The small cosmological box containing the perturbation eligible to become a galaxy is an

approximation of the local Universe, the one subsequently affecting the evolution of the perturbation

itself. The validity of this approximation will be examined in some detail below. To avoid numerical

problems with sharp edges, a sphere of radius r = L/2 centered on the center of the box is singled out,

the particles coordinates are changed from comoving to proper physical values (this is simply achieved

by dividing the comoving value by the initial cosmological expansion parameter a = 1/zi − 1, where

zi is the initial redshift provided by COSMICS at the end of the linear regime), and a radial outward

directed velocity component is added to each particle. This component of the velocity is proportional

to the radial position of the particle and the initial redshift of the simulation. This velocity mimics

the effects of the outward directed Hubble flow, to take the expansion of the Universe into account.

(Alternatively, the equations of motion could be modified to account for the expansion. However, while

this is straightforward to do in a comoving frame, it is less commonly done in physical coordinates.

Moreover, virialized structures are no longer subject to the expansion of the Universe and should be

described by static coordinates. Examples of the method we adopt are given in [161,162] and in other

similar studies.)

(vi) To obtain the initial conditions for other model proto-haloes (galaxies) with different mass and/or

mean initial densities, one starts from the reference High Density, High Mass (HDHM) halo, see also the

heading of Table 1 for the explanation of the acronyms used to identify the model galaxies, and proceeds

as follows:

Varying the mass. If the spatial dimensions of the box are changed, COSMICS modifies in a

self-consistent fashion the size and consequently the mass of the haloes, leaving, however, the mean
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density unchanged. Playing with this, a number of proto-haloes with the same mean density but smaller

mass and consequently radius are generated. The initial redshifts of the proto-haloes with equal initial

density but different mass are different from one another, because the exit time (redshift) from the linear

regime is a function of the mass of the perturbation.

Table 1. Initial parameters and final properties (at the last computed stage of their evolution)

of the NB-TSPH galaxy models. From left to right: the model identification code [xDyM,

where D stands for density and M for mass; x stands for H (high), I (intermediate), L

(low) and VL (very low)], the initial total halo mass Mh, the initial total baryon mass (in

form of gas) Mg,i, the relative over-density with respect to the background density when the

primordial perturbations exit the linear regime ([∆ρ]n = δρ−ρu
ρu

− 1), the redshift zi at which

the proto-halo is sorted out of the background, the associated proper radius Rh, the redshift

zf of the last computed model, the age tf at the same stage, the total galaxy mass Ms in stars,

the total mass (DM + gravitationally bound BM) of the virialized halo Mvr, the associated

virial radius Rvr (for all models virialization roughly occurs at about 2 Gyr), the ratio of

the total star mass to the virial mass Ms/Mvr, the ratio of the total star mass to initial gas

mass Ms/Mg,i, the half star-mass radius Rs,1/2, the axial ratio (b/a)XY of the stellar system

projected on the XY plane. Times are in Gyr, masses in solar units M⊙, and radii in kpc.

Model Mh Mg,i [∆ρ]n zi Rh zf tf Ms Mvr Rvr
Ms
Mvr

Ms
Mg,i

R
s, 1

2

(b/a)XY

HDHM 1.75×1013 2.90×1012 0.39 46.3 97.2 0.22 11.0 7.5×1011 1.5×1013 153.0 0.050 0.26 15.6 0.56
IDHM 1.75×1013 2.90×1012 0.30 39.2 114.3 0.77 8.0 7.4×1011 1.5×1013 141.8 0.050 0.26 16.5 0.48
LDHM 1.75×1013 2.90×1012 0.23 33.2 134.5 0.50 8.7 7.3×1013 1.5×1013 133.8 0.049 0.25 15.8 0.57

VLDHM 1.75×1013 2.90×1012 / 22.7 194.3 0.83 6.6 6.3×1011 1.3×1013 112.5 0.048 0.22 11.2 0.52
HDIM 2.69×1011 4.45×1010 0.46 53.8 21.0 1.00 5.8 2.0×1010 2.1×1011 37.6 0.100 0.45 5.7 0.62
IDIM 2.69×1011 4.45×1010 0.33 45.6 24.7 0.75 7.0 1.9×1010 2.1×1011 35.7 0.080 0.43 5.8 0.63
LDIM 2.69×1011 4.45×1010 0.25 38.6 29.0 0.58 8.1 1.9×1010 2.0×1011 33.3 0.100 0.42 5.2 0.75

VLDIM 2.69×1011 4.45×1010 / 26.4 42.0 0.15 11.8 1.7×1010 1.4×1011 28.3 0.120 0.38 4.9 0.83
HDLM 4.18×109 6.92×108 0.54 63.2 4.5 0.36 9.7 1.5×108 3.3×109 9.2 0.045 0.19 2.3 0.74
IDLM 4.18×109 6.92×108 0.39 53.6 5.3 0.22 11.0 1.4×108 3.3×109 10.0 0.040 0.16 2.4 0.67
LDLM 4.18×109 6.92×108 0.29 45.4 6.2 0.05 13.0 1.4×108 3.2×109 11.8 0.040 0.19 2.1 0.79

VLDLM 4.18×109 6.92×108 0.16 31.1 8.9 0.00 13.7 1.0×108 3.0×109 10.5 0.030 0.10 2.7 0.65

Varying the density. The procedure to generate haloes with the same mass but different initial mean

density is more complicate. Before perturbing the positions (and velocities) of the particles in the grid,

we artificially decrease the densities at each grid point, thus varying the average density, but conserve the

total mass. Since the initial conditions are produced at the moment in which the highest perturbation peak

exits the linear regime, the initial spatial configuration is still a superposition of independent plane waves

with different wave-numbers and random phases, i.e., a gaussian field with δ(~q) =
∑

~q δ~kexp(i~k · ~q),
where ~k is the wave-number and ~q is the Lagrangian coordinate corresponding to the unperturbed

comoving position of a mass element. Dividing the local (over-)densities δ(~q) by a constant factor f

returns a self-similar gaussian field in which the Fourier coefficients δ~k are divided by the same factor,

implying that the variance σ2 ∝
∑

~k δ
2
~k

of the perturbation is reduced by a factor f 2. COSMICS

subsequently computes the effective displacement and velocities of the particles via the Zel’dovich

approximation ~x(~q) = ~q + D+
~d(~q) and ~v(~q) = Ḋ+

~d(~q), where the displacement field ~d(~q) is given

by the relation ~∇ · ~d = −D−1
+

δρ(~q)
ρ

, and D+ is the cosmic growth factor at the initial redshift, which in

turn depends on the cosmological model. To obtain intermediate density haloes, the mean density of the

reference halo is decreased by a factor of 15%. The mean density of these latter is then decreased by
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another 15% to obtain low density haloes. Therefore, these latter have an initial mean density which is

72.25% of the value of the initial reference halo. Finally, a set of haloes with very low initial over-density

was obtained reducing the mean density by 50%. The different densities can be considered as a way to

mimic the possible environments in which a proto-halo begins to form.

(vii) At this stage, a minimal amount of solid-body rotation is also added to all the particles in the

proto-haloes. The solid-body rotation is represented by the spin parameter:

λ =
J |E|1/2
GM5/2

(1)

where J is the angular momentum, E is the initial binding energy, and M the total mass of the system.

Typical values of λ range from 0.02 and 0.08 [163], which corresponds to angular velocities of the order

of fractions of a complete rotation over time-scales as long as about ten free-fall time-scales [156]. We

adopt λ = 0.02. The choice is motivated by the fact that our model galaxies are meant to represent

ETGs. This issue will be also shortly commented in general remarks of this section.

(viii) Finally, each particle in each proto-halo is split into a DM and a BM particle (gas), th2 latter

with a small displacement from its original position to avoid numerical divergences. Indicating with m0

the mass of the original particle and with fBD = ρBM/ρDM ≃ 0.1656 the cosmological ratio between

the BM and DM densities, we assign to each gas particle the mass mgas = fBD × m0. Consequently,

mDM = (1 − 0.1656) × m0. The final HDHM proto-halo consists of ≃58,000 DM particles plus an

equal number of gas particles.

General remarks. We point out that all the proto-haloes we have chosen are fully consistent with

the underlying cosmological background. The expected DM halo mass function follows the laws by,

e.g., [164] or [165], and/or the analytical fits of numerical simulations (e.g., [166]). In this picture,

a M ≃ 1013M⊙ halo is becoming “typical” on a ∼10 Mpc scale (the typical linear size of a large galaxy

cluster) at redshifts below z ∼ 5, which is compatible with the collapsing redshift of our HDHM model

(see below). Such massive haloes are also expected not to be rare on ten times larger scales at z ∼ 10.

This can be easily checked considering the halo growth functions of DM haloes for the concordance

Λ-CDM cosmology: the expected number of haloes with mass ≃1013M⊙ within a volume of 1 (Mpc/h)3

at z ∼ 10 is n ≃ 10−8 (see Figure 2 of [122]).

The main criticism that could be made to the above procedure is that the size of the simulation

backing the perturbation in question is too small (9.3 comoving Mpc on a side for the HDHM box,

and consequently smaller in the other cases). It is known from long time that the simulation size

determines the maximum perturbation wavelength. If the long wavelengths are dropped out, the strength

of subsequent clustering is reduced, but at the same time the number density of intermediate mass haloes

(with total mass of the order of 1013 h−1M⊙ in our case) is enhanced [167]. While this may be a problem

in real cosmological simulations, in our case it is not so, because we are interested in objects with the

mass and size of galaxies and not of galaxy clusters. Furthermore, [167] show that truncation of the

initial power spectrum (i.e., the small size) of the simulation has little impact on the internal properties

of the haloes. However, truncation lead to spin parameters that are 15% lower than usual. We have in a

sense avoided the whole spin problem just by taking the lowest value for the spin parameter (λ = 0.02)

suggested by [163], a reasonable approximation for slowly rotating systems such as ETGs. A final

remark could be made on the fact that adopting a sphere of radius r = l/2 (about the size of the Local
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Group) as the starting proto-halo we implicitly neglect the possibility of late infall of nearby haloes that

initially were outside the sphere may occur. This would inhibit late refuelling of gas (and stars and DM)

to our system that is equivalent to say that we inhibit late mergers likely accompanied by star formation.

This indeed is not the aim of the present study, which intends to explore the modality of star formation

in alternative to the very popular hierarchical scheme. To conclude, the scheme we propose to derive the

initial conditions for our model galaxies is not in conflict with the cosmological paradigm and it is easy

to implement in NB-TSPH simulations.

In view of the discussion below, there is a point to clarify in relation to the gas density at which star

formation is supposed to occur. The cosmological mixture of DM and BM in the proto-halo of mass

Mh = MDM + MBM , where Mh ≃ MDM , and radius Rh collapses when the density contrast with

respect to the surrounding reaches a suitable value given by:

ρh ≡
[

3Mh

4πR3
h

]

≥ λρu(z) (2)

where ρu(z) –∝ (1 + z)3– is the density of the Universe at the redshift z, and λ the factor for the density

contrast of the DM halo. The factor λ depends on the cosmological model of the Universe (see [168],

for all details). During the collapse, DM and BM are dragged together to higher and higher densities

and only when the gas density exceeds a threshold value, ρg > ρ∗g, star formation is supposed to start.

Therefore during the overall collapse, BM under the action of radiative cooling may reach densities much

higher than those reached by the dissipation-free DM. In other words the volume occupied by the bulk

of gas and subsequently stars, can be much smaller than that of DM. The immediate consequence of it

is that the initial dimensions of the proto-halo will not correspond to those of the stellar component built

inside. All this will affect the final MRR of galaxies (see below). This allows to evaluate the effect of

local initial density, i.e., the density of BM (gas/and or stars) resulting from BM (gas) cooling inside the

DM potential well. We name this the local initial density to distinguish it from the cosmological density

at which the collapse of the proto-halo begins.

4.2. Star Formation

This is modeled by means of the stochastic method proposed by [158,169]. First, only gas particles

belonging to convergent flows (i.e., ∇ · v < 0) and denser than the threshold density ρ∗g = 5× 10−25 g/cm3

are considered eligible to form stars. No restriction on the temperature is imposed because thermal

instabilities can produce star forming sites even within high temperature gas. If a gas particle satisfies

these criteria, it is assumed to form stars at the rate:

dρs
dt

= ǫsf
ρg
tff

(3)

where tff ≃ 0.5/
√
Gρt is the free-fall time, ρt the local total mass density (DM plus BM), and ǫsf the

dimensionless efficiency of the star formation process. This means that a gas particle is expected to turn

a fraction ǫsf of its mass into stars over its free-fall time scale. However, a stochastic description of the

star forming process is adopted to avoid the creation of an exceedingly large number of star particles.

Thus, gas particles undergo a Monte Carlo selection to check whether or not they will actually form

stars, in such a case they are instantaneously turned into collision-less star particles (see also [136,158]).
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Empirical estimates of the efficiency of star formation based on observational data of star forming

events inside the molecular clouds in the local vicinity yield ǫsf ≃ 0.025 [170,171]. In this case the

gas density and free-fall time scale are those of the cold molecular clouds. However, for the large scale

star formation mechanism in a galaxy, the above estimate may not correspond to reality. As a matter of

fact, considering that a typical galaxy with 1011M⊙ mass in stars has to disposal a time scale of about

13 Gyr to build up its stellar content, the mean estimate of the star formation efficiency is closer to 0.1

rather than 0.02. The new estimate would increase by nearly a factor of ten if the time to disposal to

form stars is much shorter than 13 Gyr, say 1 to 2 Gyr (as suggested by the age of the bulk of stars

in many ETGs). In addition to this, it is not known whether ǫsf remained constant during different

cosmic epochs due to the different mechanisms that form stars in metal-poor regions at high redshifts

and in the molecular clouds of the local pool. Finally, it is not known whether the efficiency of star

formation is the same in all galaxies independently of their mass (either total or baryonic). For all these

reasons, [1] preferred to adopt ǫsf = 1, i.e., the process of star formation occurs at 100% efficiency

(this means that all gas particles satisfying the star forming criteria will turn their total mass into stars

within a free-fall time scale). The main motivation stands on the following considerations. Several

numerical simulations calculated with different values of ǫsf clarify that within a certain range of values,

the SFHs of the models with small values of ǫsf are apparently quite similar to those with ǫsf = 1,

the only difference being that small values of ǫsf lead to much more time-consuming simulations. The

reason is that dense and cold clumps of matter, interacting with hotter material heated up by nearby SNa

explosions, require extremely small time-steps. In contrast, if the gas can easily form stars, this critical

situation is avoided, and the simulations proceed much faster. The weak impact of ǫsf on the final SFH

can be attributed to the self-regulation cycle between star formation and energy feedback. A high star

formation efficiency implies a strong and sudden burst of stellar activity; but young stars soon pressurize

their surroundings via energy feedback, quenching the formation of new stars. However, if the gas is

sufficiently dense, radiative cooling is effective and further star formation can soon take place (positive

feedback). With a low efficiency, fewer stars can form. Their heating is consequently lower, and more

stars can soon form before feedback could halt the whole process. This ultimately leads to the same

situation as in the previous case, with perhaps the minor consequence of a delayed enrichment in heavy

elements of the medium. Clearly, other parameters play a more important role; for example, the density

threshold ρ∗ and the efficiency of feedback. Therefore the choice ǫsf = 1 and likely fast calculations is

the best compromise. However, one should always keep in mind that adopting ǫsf = 1 may have other

consequences on the dynamical evolution of the systems, favoring the collision-less collapse instead of

the dissipative one.

4.3. Cooling, Energy Feedback, Interstellar Medium, and Chemical Enrichment

Radiative cooling. The cooling functions for atomic radiative processes are from [73,156]. In brief,

for temperatures greater than 104 K they lean on the [172] tabulations for a plasma in equilibrium

conditions and with metal abundances log[Z/Z⊙] from −10 (no metals) to 0 (solar) and 0.5. For

temperatures in the range 100 < T < 104 the dominant source of cooling is the H2 molecule becoming

rotationally and/or vibrationally excited through a collision with an H atom or another H2 molecule and
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decaying through radiative emission [102,173], amalgamated together by [73]. Finally, for temperatures

lower than 100 K [73,156], starting from the studies of [174,175], incorporate the results of [173,176]

for the CO molecule as the dominant coolant. Finally, the contribution by inverse Compton cooling

(see e.g., [177]) is included.

Energy feedback. When a gas particle is turned into a star particle, it can be considered to represent

a SSP made of many real stars. It starts re-fueling the ISM with heavy chemical elements and energy,

mainly because of winds from young massive stars and SNa explosions.

Winds. We consider two regimes for the energy injection by winds. When the SSP is young, the

main source of energy are the young massive stars. Their winds have very high speeds, typically from

1000 to 3000 km/s. Here we adopt a constant velocity of vY SO = 1500 km/s. The kinetic energy of

the winds is assumed to be thermalized and released within the surrounding medium with an efficiency

of 20% (see e.g., [178]). In the late stages of the SSP evolution, slow velocity winds from low mass

stars become predominant; in these case we assume the wind speed of vOSO = 60 km/s (typical of RGB

stars), and the same thermalization efficiency.

SN explosions. Each real SN explosion is expected to deposit some 1051 kinetic ergs in a very small

region, and on a short time scale. However, most of this energy is soon radiated away, and only a small

fraction of it is subsequently thermalized. We use the results by [179] to obtain an analytic approximation

of the fraction of the initial energy which becomes available at the end of the expanding phase of the SN

bubble. However, in the real Universe SN explosions take place in already shock-heated regions, with

temperatures raised up to some 106 K, due to the photo-ionizing flux from massive young stars, stellar

winds, and previous SN explosions. All this is not taken into consideration in Thornton’s study, so a

large uncertainty still affects the description of the whole process (see [180], for an exception). A single

star particle represents an entire SSP, so a large number of SNa explosions are expected to take place

within a single star particle over a rather long time scale. The number of SNa explosions, as well as the

amount of gas released by a SSP of given age and mass during a time-step and its chemical composition

are computed with the technique described in [158]. In our description each SSP continuously releases

gas and energy at each time step, becoming a hybrid particle (made of gas and stars). Finally, the total

budget of thermal energy produced by stellar winds and SNa explosions is given continuously to the gas

reservoir attached to each star particle. This reservoir, due to its high temperature, acts a piston on the

neighboring particles, effectively injecting kinetic energy into the surrounding ISM.

Chemical enrichment. Stellar gaseous ejecta contain heavy elements that are redistributed within the

surrounding gas by means of a diffusive process. In practice, the amounts of heavy elements ejected by

each SSP, i.e., star particle, is computed at each time-step by means of the [181] SNa. The total elements

ejected by a single SSP at each time step is the sum of three contributions: (i) the elements locked in

the dying stars at the moment of their birth, inherited from the proto-stellar gas; (ii) the heavy elements

created in the core by thermonuclear reactions and ejected in Type II SNa explosions; (iii) the elements

created in the core of binary stars terminating their life as Type Ia SNa (see [158], for all details).

Numerically, the heavy elements released by a SSP are assigned to the gaseous mass ejected by the

same SSP during the current time-step and subsequently spread over neighboring particles by means of

a diffusion algorithm based on the Fick’s law in spherical symmetry (see [155]).
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Interstellar Medium: Multi-dimensional space of physical states. The thermodynamical and

chemical treatment of the ISM in NB-TSPH simulations is difficult to model. References [182,183]

proposed a method to include the ISM in NB-TSPH simulations and to get the cooling rate as a side

self-consistent product. The idea is as follows: at a given time, the physical conditions of “a unit volume”

of the ISM made of gas and dust in arbitrary proportions are specified by a pattern of parameters such

as temperature, density chemical compositions etc., i.e., a point in the hyper-space of these parameters.

After a certain amount of time has elapsed, the same volume has evolved to another state characterized

by another pattern of same parameters, i.e., another point of the above hyper-space. We may consider

this as a displacement vector. Consequently, if a large volume of this hyper-space is explored in advance,

we would know at any arbitrary time all possible physical states in which the ISM can be found and the

vector field of all possible displacements from an arbitrary initial stage to a final stage. In reality during

its evolution, an elemental cell of the ISM will follow a path in the above hyper-space; at each step a final

stage is the initial one of the next step and all are connected by the vector field. This view is particularly

suited to implement the treatment of the ISM into NB-TSPH simulations provided that the vector field

is taught in advance to a Multiple artificial Neural Network (MaNN). For all “NB-TSPH particles” of

a simulation, the physical conditions at time t are fed to the MaNN which restitutes the new physical

conditions at time t + ∆t. The evolution of the ISM is taken into account at a modest computational

cost, contrary to what it would be if the ISM evolution is incorporated into the NB-TSPH calculations.

All details concerning the model of the ISM, the companion code named ROBO (little thing in venetian

dialect), and the MaNN can be found in [182,183]; they are not repeated here for the sake of brevity.

4.4. NB-TSPH Galaxy Models: Results

Stirring baryons in the gravitational pot. The Duty Cycle between ISM and stars in a galaxy can be

reduced to the following duty cycle: stars are born and evolve ⇒ stars inject energy and metals into the

ISM by UV radiation, stellar winds, and SNa explosions ⇒ gas heats up by energy injection and shocks

and enriches in metals ⇒ gas cools down by radiative processes ⇒ gas collapses ⇒ new stars are born.

The pot inside which all this occurs is the gravitational potential well. Therefore, the total galaxy mass

and initial density are the key parameters. For all details see [1,23].

Histories of Star Formation. Reference [23] using NB-TSPH monolithic-like models with simple

initial conditions demonstrated that at given initial over-density the SFH changed from a single dominant

initial episode monolithic to bursting-like mode at decreasing total mass, whereas at given total mass the

SFH changed from a dominant initial episode to bursting mode at decreasing initial over-density. The

trend is shown in the panels Figure 9. This basic dependence of the SFH on the total galaxy mass and

initial over-density (environment) has been amply confirmed over the years by many observational and

theoretical studies and it is also confirmed by the models calculated by [1] adopting cosmological initial

conditions (see above) whose SFH is shown in Figure 10.

Downsizing and delayed star formation are naturally reproduced. Furthermore according to our

assumption for the SFR (proportional to the ratio of the gas mass to the free-fall time scale tff ), the

SSFR is simply the inverse of tff . All this strongly suggests that the gravitational potential well of

BM + DM drives the whole process and dictates the efficiency and duration of the SF process. A galaxy,
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thanks to its gravitational potential knows in advance the kind of stellar populations (very old or spanning

a large age range) it is going to build up.

Figure 9. The SFR as function of time in the model galaxies by [23] that are calculated

with rather simple initial conditions. For all the models they assumed redshift of the

initial collapse zfor = 5 and Hubble constant H0 = 65 km s−1 Mpc−1. We show here

the model of their case B that are particularly useful to highlight the effect of the mass at

given initial over-density, and the effect of initial over-density at given total mass. (a) The

mass dependence of the SFR of models B as a function of time at given initial over-density.

From the bottom to the top, the SFRs refer to galaxies with Mh = MDM + MBM equal to

1 × 108 M⊙, 1 × 109 M⊙, 1 × 1010 M⊙, 2 × 1011 M⊙, 1 × 1012 M⊙, 5 × 1012M⊙ and

5× 1013 M⊙. The initial baryonic and dark mass are MBM = 0.1Mh and MDM = 0.9Mh,

respectively; (b) the SFR of intermediate and low mass B-type galaxies of the same mass

but slightly different initial over-density. The mass is Mh = 109 M⊙. The initial over-density

goes from low (LD) to intermediate (ID) to high values (HD) as indicated. Reproduced with

permission from [23]. Copyright 2002 John Wiley & Sons.

(a) (b)

Assembling the Stellar Mass. In the panels of Figure 11 we show the gradual building up of the

stellar mass of a galaxy as a function of the redshift. Remarkably the massive galaxies build up their

stellar content earlier than those of smaller mass and also earlier than redshift z = 2. Looking at the

entries of Table 1 and the results of [23] the net efficiency of the star forming process and the duty-cycle

above are such that on the average 20% of the initial BM is converted into stars, the rest is either expelled

in form of galactic winds or heated up and parked away for future use.

Stellar ages. The distribution of the galactic ages (TG,i) at which the star particles are created as a

function of the radial distance is shown in the left panel of Figure 12 limited to the high and low mass

models (the behavior of the intermediate mass ones is in between the two). The real ages of the star

particles are T∗,i = TG − TG,i. In early epochs, the stars are preferentially created in the central regions,
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then the star forming activity expands to larger radii (inside-out mechanism), and moving towards the

present time, the stellar activity tends to shrink again towards the center. This simply mirrors the SFH

and the mechanism of mass assembly presented above.

Figure 10. The SFR versus time for the models of [1] framed in the Λ-CDM model of the

Universe and with fully cosmological initial conditions. The input data and parameters for

these models are described in the text and listed in Table 1. The SFR is in solar masses per

year and the time is in Gyr. Left to right: high density, intermediate density, low density,

very low density. (a) high masses; (b) low masses. Reproduced with permission from [1].

Copyright 2012 John Wiley & Sons.

(a)

(b)

Mean metallicity. Turning now to the metal content reached by the model galaxies, we look at

the average stellar metallicity as a function of the total stellar mass. The results are shown in the

right panel of Figure 12 where the red circles refer to all the star particles, whereas the blue ones

only to those within the central 5 kpc of each model. The black lines are the median (solid) and the

16th and 84th percentiles (dashed) of the data presented in [184]. Observational data and theoretical

results agree only marginally. The absolute values of the theoretical metallicities are too low compared

with the observational estimates, in particular for the most massive models which are almost an order

of magnitude too metal-poor. This may be due to several factors: (i) The theoretical values are

straightforwardly computed averaging the metallicity of all particles within the galaxy radius without any
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further refinement, whereas the observational metallicity are luminosity weighted; (ii) Use of different

methods to obtain observational and theoretical metallicities; (iii) The adopted IMF may not be suited

to ETGs. For example, IMFs tailored to fit the solar vicinity (e.g., Kroupa), may underestimate the

enrichment by massive stars in other environments. Recent studies seem to indicate that the IMF in

massive ETGs is more skewed toward massive stars than commonly assumed [185] thus implying a net

increase of metal production by massive stars in these systems; (iv) The high star formation efficiency

may play a role, favouring the formation of low metallicity stars at early times and reducing the average

metallicity of the models; (v) Finally, at least part of the observed color- (and hence metallicity-) mass

relation might just be a spurious consequence of an aperture effect on the observational data (see [186],

for a detailed discussion). In conclusion, considering that chemical enrichment in NB-TSPH simulations

is still far from being fully satisfactory, we are inclined to say that theory and data marginally agree

each other.

Figure 11. Evolution of the mass assembly in the reference models. The X axis lists the

models ordered as in Table 1 (the acronyms have been shortened for reasons of space).

(a) The Y axis displays the percentage p of assembled stellar mass at a given redshift z

with respect to the z = 1 stellar mass; red: z = 10; blue: z = 5; green: z = 2; black:

z = 1.5; (b) the Y axis displays the redshift z at which a given percentage p of the total

stellar mass at z = 1 was assembled; red: p = 50%; black: p = 99%.
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Metallicity gradients. Radial gradients in spectro-photometric properties of ETGs are known to

exist (see e.g., [187,188], and references therein), which are ultimately attributed to age and metallicity

gradients of the constituent stellar populations (e.g., [12]). To this aim, for each model galaxy,

reference [1] calculate the median-binned metallicity profile, expressed as ∇Z = d logZ/d logR over

the radial interval 0.1Re to 1Re. The gradient ∇Z is calculated by applying three different weighting

schemes, where each particle was assigned no-weight, mass-weighted, and luminosity-weighted. The

results of Table 2 show that no significant differences exist within the errors, especially at the high

mass end. Looking at the results in some detail, high- (low-) mass models exhibit metallicity gradients

spanning the range from −0.4 (−0.02) to −0.27 (0.16), depending on the weighting scheme and

environment. In general, low-density models tend to have more negative metallicity gradients. Moreover,

at given density, high- (relative to low-) mass systems have more negative gradients.
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Table 2. Metallicity gradients of four ETG models in the radial range of 0.1Reff to 1Reff .

Column 1 is the model ID label. Columns 2, 3, and 4, correspond to cases where the ∇Z

is computed with no-weight, mass-weight, and luminosity-weight assigned to each particle.

Errors are the rms of ∇Z estimates among 100 projections of each model.

ID ∇Z (no-weight) ∇Z (mass-weighted) ∇Z (lum-weighted)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

LDHM −0.39± 0.04 −0.40± 0.04 −0.33 ± 0.03

HDHM −0.32± 0.04 −0.31± 0.04 −0.27 ± 0.03

LDLM 0.00 ± 0.04 +0.01± 0.02 0.00 ± 0.06

HDLM +0.09± 0.02 −0.02± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.03

Figure 12. (a) Ages (in Gyr) of the "star particles" versus the radial positions (distance

from the barycenter in kpc) for the high (top row) and low mass models (bottom row)

and decreasing density from left to right at the final time-step of their evolution. The

radial distance is calculated from the barycenter of the stellar system (kpc). The virial

radii of the stellar systems are similar to the extension along the X axis; (b) Averaged

metallicity log[Z/Z⊙] versus stellar mass logM∗ [M⊙] for the models of Table 1, compared

to the observed mass-metallicity relation. Black lines: data from [184] (solid line: median

distribution of their sample; dashed lines: 16th and 84th percentiles). Red open circles:

averaged metallicity of all stellar particles in each model. Blue open circles: averaged

metallicity within the inner 5 kpc in each model. Reproduced with permission from [1].

Copyright 2012 John Wiley & Sons.
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Although the metallicities of our models do not match observations in an absolute sense, the relative

variations of metallicity (between, e.g., different masses, and/or different galacto-centric distances) are

likely more robust, as they are less dependent on the absolute calibration of the ingredients the models

rely on. This motivates for a comparison of the predicted ∇Zs with observational results. A steepening

of the metallicity gradient with galaxy mass, qualitatively consistent with that seen in our models, has
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been reported by [187,188]. For a galaxy mass of 3 × 1011M⊙ (similar to that of ∼7 × 1011M⊙ of

models HDHM and LDHM), they estimate metallicity gradients of −0.37 ± 0.02 and −0.41 ± 0.02

for low- and high-density ETGs, respectively. At low density, the estimate is fully consistent with our

model predictions. At high-density, the models exhibit shallower gradients, by ∼0.07, in contrast to

the data, where a (marginal) difference of −0.04 ± 0.03 is found. For what concerns low-mass models,

they exhibit almost null gradients, consistent with the observational finding of [189] that ∇Z ≃ 0 at a

galaxy mass of ∼109M⊙. Despite these results seem to indicate agreement between models and (some)

available data-sets, the whole subject is open to future investigation.

Galactic Winds. The models eject conspicuous amounts of metal-enriched gas in form of galactic

winds over their whole history. In the left panel of Figure 13 we display the radial velocities of the

gas particles in the case of HDHM model as a function of the radial distance at three different epochs

and compare to the escape velocity (the blue solid lines). The HDHM galaxy undergoes a single,

sharply peaked episode of star formation centered at the rest-frame age of 1 Gyr with peak value of

about 1300 M⊙/yr and mean duration of about 2 Gyr, which triggers an almost explosive ejection

of a galactic wind whose gas particles may reach velocities as high as about 1500 km/s. During the

star formation activity SNa explosions (initially only Type II, followed by Type II plus Type Ia, and

once the star formation activity has ceased only Type Ia) energize more and more gas particle heating

them up to the escape velocity and beyond. Once escaped from the galaxy, particles reach distances

proportional to their velocities. Contrary to what may appear, there is no acceleration on the gas particles

after leaving the gravitational potential well of the galaxy. Interestingly, the average radial velocity is

proportional to the distance, like in a Hubble-like flow; the ejection of the gas is therefore an explosive

phenomenon, rather than a slow outflow. These remarks apply to all models. The mass of the ejected

gas increases with time in all the models. The average velocity is proportional to the mass of the system,

with massive galaxies generating winds at ≃1500 km/s, and low mass galaxies at about one tenth of

this speed. However, looking more carefully it can be noticed that there are different linear velocities

at the same radial distances, meaning that many explosive events have taken place. There is also a

huge mass of gas moving outwards at lower speed, at late times (particularly in the HDHM model).

The other model galaxies exhibit similar behaviour. Looking at the fractional amounts of escaping gas

as a function of time—limited to the models HDHM, LDHM, HDLM, LDLM (the other models show

similar behaviours) and once the system has virialized—the following trends are found. In the high mass

realm, the fraction of gas really leaving the galaxy is only a few percent. On the contrary, in low mass

systems more than half of the total gas has sufficient velocity to escape. Finally, the escaping gas is

chemically enriched as shown by the right panel of Figure 13 (see [1], for all details) thus contributing

to the chemical enrichment of the intra-cluster medium [190,191].

4.5. Mass Density Profiles

The geometrical structure of the model galaxies is best traced by the surface mass density profiles.

To this aim, we choose the evolutionary stage at the redshift z = 1 and compare the surface mass density

profiles of the model galaxies projected on the XY plane. These are plotted in the top three rows in

Figure 14 together with [192] profile that best fits the model results,
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σS(r) = σ0 × e
(0.324−2m)

[

( r
Re
)
1/m

−1

]

(4)

where Re is the effective radius of the galaxy, as defined by [193], σ0 the surface density at Re,

and m the Sersic index (m = 4 corresponds to the de Vaucouleurs profile). All profiles are computed

starting at 0.2% of the virial radius of the galaxies to avoid the very central regions where softening may

introduce spurious numerical effects. The best-fitting Sersic index is m ∼ 4, m ∼ 1.5, and m ∼ 2.5,

for high-, intermediate-, and low-mass models, respectively. In other words, high-(relative to low- and

intermediate-) mass models tend to have higher m, in qualitative agreement with the existence of a

luminosity-Sersic index relation for ETGs [194]. However, one should notice that the most massive

ellipticals in the local Universe tend to have m ∼ 8 (e.g., [195]), while we find m ∼ 4. Moreover, the

intermediate-mass models have somewhat lower m than the low-mass ones, which is only marginally

consistent with luminosity-m relation, considering its large scatter.

Figure 13. (a) Galactic winds in the HDHM model. Red points: radial velocities of

gaseous particles (km/s) against the distance from the barycenter of the systems (Mpc).

Black circles: mean radial velocity in the spherical shell at radius r. Solid blue line: escape

velocity as a function of the radius. Top to bottom: z = 4.4, 1, 0.2; (b) Projection on the

[X,Y]-plane of the gas particles in the galactic winds. The color code is according to the

metallicity of the gas particles. Nuclearly processed material can leave the galaxies thus

enriching the surrounding medium. Reproduced with permission from [1]. Copyright 2012

John Wiley & Sons.

(a) (b)

4.6. Core or Cuspy Luminosity (Mass) Profiles?

The overall agreement between the models and the Sersic curves is good in the external regions.

However, a clear departure from the expected fits is evident in all models at small radii (some fraction of

Re, indicated with the black diamond shown in each panel). In the central regions, the model galaxies

tend to flatten out their mass density profile. Given the adaptiveness of the force softening, this feature

can hardly be ascribed to numerical artifacts. Most likely, the high value of the dimensionless efficiency,

ǫsf = 1 we have adopted for the star formation rate, is the cause of it. This conclusion is strengthened

by the three-dimensional mass density profiles compared with those by [193] and NFW [196], for stars
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and DM, respectively that are shown in the bottom three rows of Figure 14. While the DM haloes

smoothly follow the profiles of [196], the density of the stellar component never exceeds that of the DM,

and contrary to the expectations [197], the central regions of the model galaxies are dominated by the

DM, but perhaps the VLDHM case in which the two distribution are nearly equal. Amazingly enough,

similar galaxy models by [23] with the same assumptions for the SFR but different in many other details

(e.g., the initial conditions) yielded the opposite, i.e., star dominated DM in the most central regions

of the model galaxies. To single out the cause of disagreement is a cumbersome affair and perhaps of

little interest here. Considering the whole problem in a wider context, first of all there is an obvious

relationship between the efficiency of star formation and the gas density at which stars form. If star

formation proceeds slowly (low values of ǫsf ), the gas can reach high densities before being consumed

by the star formation itself. The opposite if the star formation proceeds at high efficiency (high values of

ǫsf ). As a consequence of it, there is an immediate correlation between star formation and the dynamical

behavior of a galaxy. If the star formation threshold is a loose one (e.g., ǫsf = 1) extended stellar

systems, with shallow potential wells and large effective radii are expected. On the contrary, a stringent

star formation condition (e.g., ǫsf ≃ 0.1 or lower) would let the cooling down gas to collapse to higher

gas densities before getting the threshold condition for star formation, hence originate stellar systems of

smaller dimensions and delay the time at which the bulk stars are formed. Interestingly, this constrains

the modality in which gas collapses and forms stellar systems and shed light on the issue of core versus

cuspy luminosity profiles in high and low mass ETGs, respectively. Historically, there are two possible

and competing theoretical scenarios to describe the assembly of the stellar mass of an ETG (excluding

the possibility of merger events). In the first one, stars originally form far away from the effective radius

of the galaxy and subsequently accrete onto its inner regions, in a non-dissipative fashion. In the other

case, first the gas flows into the central regions and then it is turned into stars. If the correct scenario

is the first one, smoothing of the central density cusp of the profiles is expected, because the infalling

stellar clumps loose orbital energy through dynamical friction and the halo heats up [198]. In the second

case, the central distribution is expected to steepen up, because the gas radiates away its internal energy

and an adiabatic contraction takes place [199]. Obviously, both processes are expected to play a role

in reality. This is indeed what we note in the bottom three rows of Figure 14 the final density profiles

gradually change from core-like to cuspy-like passing from HDHM to VLDLM ETGs. Our results

clearly suggest that if stars are formed too early and easily, the resulting stellar systems are too shallow,

ending up in “wrong” profiles: stars will tend to conserve their velocity dispersion as they fall into

the potential wells and will therefore have elongated orbits. The opposite if stars are formed late and

under more stringent conditions, and the gas is let to dissipate part of its kinetic energy and reach very

high densities before turning into stars. All this is somehow supported and suggested by observational

evidences for a deficit in the central luminosity of a few ETGs as recently found in observational data

by ([200], their Figure 1, and references therein). The observed flattening begins at smaller radii

(a fraction of Re), and is present only in bright (i.e., massive) systems. In contrast, low mass systems

seem to present a luminosity excess. Recalling that the observational information stands on the

luminosity profile, we can speculate that the trends of the observed curves should be fairly reproduced

by translating the mass profiles into luminosity profiles. This is an interesting point, because the excess

or deficit of light could be explained just in terms of stars and DM orbits, without the presence of a
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super-massive black hole affecting the global dynamics in the center of the systems, as instead suggested

in the studies quoted above.

Figure 14. (a) Projected surface density σ (g/cm2) against the logarithm of radial distance

r(kpc) of the stars in the reference models at the last computed age. Blue dots: stellar

particles radial averages; dashed line: Sersic best-fit (see text for details). The black

diamonds indicate the effective radius Re. The red squares show the smallest value reached

by adaptive softening lengths, thus indicating the effective resolution of the simulations;

(b) Mass densities of stars and DM ρ (g/cm3) against the logarithm of the radial distance

(kpc) for the reference models at z ≃ 1. Blue dots: the star particles; cyan dots: the DM

particles; dashed lines: the Hernquist and NFW best-fits. In all rows from left to right: high,

intermediate, low, and very low initial density. In each group of three rows from top to

bottom: high, intermediate, and low mass galaxies. Reproduced with permission from [1].

Copyright 2012 John Wiley & Sons.
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4.7. Open Issues in the Present Monolithic Model of Galaxy Formation

Stellar kinematics and rotation. Although the present galaxy models provide a generally

satisfactory match of the observed Fundamental Scaling laws (e.g., the stellar mass radius relation and

the Kormendy relation to be examined in Sections 5 and 6 below), the question whether they can also

account for the kinematical anisotropy of massive ETGs and the increasing importance of rotational

support at decreasing galaxy mass are still largely unexplored. Concerning the kinematical anisotropy

we note that the mass resolution and the adaptive softening parameter are not good enough to follow

in detail the kinematic of “star particles" and even worst of real stars. The only comment is that these

monolithic-like models actually start from cosmological initial conditions in which lumps of DM and

BM with different relative velocities and angular momentum collapse, merge together and form stars

during the early stages of their history (by construction late major mergers of galaxy-shaped objects are

not taken into account to preserve the monolithic-like nature of the whole process), so that a certain

degree of anisotropy ought to be expected. On purpose, the present models are calculated with low

spinning parameter to closely mimic real ETGs so they are not strictly applicable to disk galaxies of

comparable mass with much higher rotation. Furthermore, our low mass objects are closer to dwarfs

ellipticals or dwarf spheroidals (dEs and dSphs, respectively) rather than disk-like and irregular galaxies.

On the other hand, the physical origin of dSphs and dEs and their star formation history are still highly

uncertain [201–203].

The role of AGN. Following [92], the temporal (redshift) variation of the specific star formation

rate SSFR and associated star formation time scale τSF can be interpreted as due to different energy

feed-back mechanisms: only SNa explosions in the redshift interval 0 ≤ z ≤ 2 and SNa + AGNs for

z ≥ 2. Alternatively it could be caused by much stronger inflow of gas at very early epochs triggering

more intense star formation. An active galactic nucleus (AGN) is a compact region at the center of

a galaxy that has a much higher than normal luminosity over at least some portion, and possibly all,

of the electromagnetic spectrum. The radiation from AGN is believed to be a result of accretion of

mass by a super-massive black hole (SMBH) at the center of its host galaxy, in the spheroid. There is

a general consensus that SMBH mass tightly correlates with the spheroid mass [204] and the velocity

dispersion [205]. The energy emitted by an AGN (even better the AGN energy feedback) is commonly

advocated to explain or to cure several problems of galaxy formation and evolution: (i) AGN feedback

is by far more efficient than SNa feedback in stopping cooling flows toward the center [206] and even

ejecting the residual gas in form of hot galactic wind [207]. AGN feedback is also important during

quiet stages of galaxy evolution via the so-called AGN radio mode that drive jets and cocoons, heat

the halo gas, inhibit gas cooling, etc. (see [92], for more details and referencing); (ii) An immediate

consequence of the AGN feedback is to quench star formation in massive galaxies [208–211] thus

reproducing the sharp cut-off in the bright end of the galaxy luminosity function [212,213], and to

level off the mass metallicity relationship of most massive galaxies [214]. The origin of SMBHs,

however, remains an open field of research. Once a BH is in place at the center of a galaxy it can

grow by accretion of matter (stars, gas, etc.) and by merging with other BHs. There are several

hypotheses for the formation mechanisms and initial masses of the SMBHs progenitors (seeds). The

most obvious hypothesis is that the seeds are BHs with masses in the range 5 to 30 M⊙ that are left
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behind by the classical core collapse SNa explosions of massive and very massive stars above about

50 M⊙. See [215] for an exhaustive review of the whole subject of SNa and formation of stellar BHs.

These BHs later grow by accretion of matter. Another model is by [216] who suggest that a massive

gas cloud, loosing angular momentum by global dynamical instabilities, leads to the rapid buildup of a

dense, self-gravitating core supported by gas pressure and surrounded by a radiation pressure dominated

envelope which gradually contracts and is compressed further by subsequent infall of matter. Thanks

to this, the central temperature increases to such high values that thermal neutrino emission is reached

soon inducing catastrophical cooling down of the core and the formation of a rapidly growing central

BH. The expected BH mass is about 20M⊙, but by rapidly accreting mass it should become first an

intermediate-mass black hole (IMBH), and possibly a SMBH if the accretion-rate is not quenched by the

AGN activity itself. Another possibility [217] involves a dense stellar cluster undergoing core-collapse as

the negative heat capacity of the system drives the velocity dispersion in the core to relativistic speeds.

Finally, primordial BHs may have been produced directly from external pressure soon after the Big

Bang. Formation of BHs from the deaths of the first stars has been extensively studied and corroborated

by observations [218]. The difficulty in forming a SMBH resides in the need for enough matter with very

little angular momentum and confined within a small enough volume. Normally, the process of accretion

involves transporting a large initial endowment of angular momentum outwards, and this appears to be

the limiting factor in black hole growth. The majority of the mass growth of SMBHs is thought to

occur through episodes of rapid gas accretion, which are observable as AGNs or quasars that are more

frequent in the very early Universe. Therefore SMBHs arose very early in the Universe, inside the first

massive galaxies. Currently, there appears to be a gap in the observed mass distribution of BHs. There

are stellar-mass black holes, generated from collapsing stars, which range from about 5 to 30 M⊙. The

minimal SMBHs are in the range of about 105M⊙. Between these regimes there appears to be a dearth

of IMBHs thus suggesting that perhaps two different mechanisms are at work. Such a gap would suggest

qualitatively different formation processes. Reference [219] suggest that ultra-luminous X-ray sources

(ULXs) may be BHs from this missing group.

The main conclusion we draw here is that AGNs may be an important physical ingredient of galaxy

models, however without being an unavoidable requisite of the galaxy formation process, in the sense

that “only hierarchical models of galaxies with AGNs can reproduce the observational data”. Indeed

also the present models with no SMBH and no AGN quench their star formation after the initial peak

of activity (at least in the case of massive high initial density galaxies), level off their mass-metallicity

relationships, and produce copious galactic winds in addition to other important properties. The inclusion

of a BH and AGN feedback in turn would certainly improve the whole picture but without drastically

change what has already been reached without them. Finally, as far as we can see, the monolithic-like

scenario of galaxy formation should reproduce the relationship SMBH mass versus spheroidal mass and

velocity dispersion.

Intermediate-age stellar populations in ETGs. The presence of intermediate age stellar populations

in ETGs has been reported by a number of observational or semi-empirical studies examining the

total colors of galaxies (see for instance [130,220]), and the line absorption diagnostic planes (see for

instance [13,14,40,57,65,74,80–82], and references). The general conclusion was that if intermediate

age stellar population are present they should amount to only a few per cent (from 1% to 5%) otherwise
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they would alter the global properties of the hosting galaxies. There should be a sort of “star formation

frosting” according to [13,14]. Looking at the rate of star formation of Figure 10, the mass assembly

history of Figure 11, and the radial distance from the galaxy center of Figure 12, in high and intermediate

mass and density models (the mass and density intervals of typical ETGs), the percentage of stars born

after the first 5 Gyr lifetime of the host galaxies goes from virtually zero to a few percent as the initial

density decreases. The situation is different for the low mass models in which at least 50% of the stars

formed during the time interval going from the very recent past to about 5 Gyr ago, see for instance the

simulations of the stellar content in dwarf elliptical galaxies made by [201].

Systems of Globular Clusters in ETGs. In most large galaxies, the system of GCs (i) show a

bimodal color and metallicity distributions; (ii) the metal-rich (red) and metal-poor (blue) clusters

have systematically different locations and kinematics in their host galaxies; (iii) however, the red

and blue clusters have similar internal properties, such as their masses, sizes, and ages [221,222].

Assuming the hierarchical scenario as the paradigm of galaxy formation, [221,222] examine whether

both metal-rich and metal-poor clusters could form by this mechanism and still be consistent with the

bimodal distribution. If all GCs form only during mergers of massive, gas-rich proto-galactic disks, their

metallicity distribution could be statistically consistent with that of the GCs. In their best-fitting model,

early mergers of smaller hosts create exclusively blue clusters, while subsequent mergers of progenitor

galaxies with a range of masses create both red and blue clusters. Thus, bimodality arises naturally as

the result of a small number of late, massive merger events. They also argue that, due to dynamical

interactions, more blue than red clusters are disrupted by the present time because of their lower initial

masses and older ages. The present-day mass function of the model clusters is consistent with the

Galactic one whereas their spatial distribution is much more extended than observed. However, if the

whole system of GCs span a narrow range of ages, how does it agree with the view that “late mergers”

should form the red clusters according to the hierarchical scenario? Possible explanation is that the

samples of GCs of the two merging galaxies were formed very early on so that their age is similar but

out of material with different metal content. So at the late merger there is no formation of new clusters

but only the aggregation of two sub-groups. Alternatively all the clusters are formed very early on in

the same galaxy out of lumps of BM with different metallicity due to previous enrichment and no late

mergers are required. In any case, internal and external mergers can easily explain the different location

and kinematics of blue and red GCs.

4.8. The Hybrid View: Early Hierarchical Quasi Monolithic

The main lesson we learn from these numerical simulations of formation and evolution of galaxies

is that starting from cosmological initial conditions for the perturbations one sees the aggregation of

lumps of DM and BM in the common potential well and the growth of all this to the size of a real galaxy

on a short time scale while star formation occurs and the stellar content of a galaxy is built up. By

redshift z = 2 a great deal of the action is completed, even massive objects can be in place. Hierarchical

aggregation has taken place within a rather short time scale, about 1–2 tenths of the Hubble time. If let

to evolve on its own, the resulting object will show at the present time a pattern of properties very similar

to those of real galaxies. This is the main reason for naming the whole process “early hierarchical
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quasi monolithic galaxy formation”. What happens to this object if in the course of its life it undergoes

later mergers with similar objects? “The outcome depends on the relative mass of the merging galaxies

and the mode of star formation”. Major mergers will greatly affect the dynamics, morphology, stellar

content, and the integral spectral energy distribution of this galaxy. Minor mergers will do the opposite.

The details on the outcome are not of interest here. Since there is observational evidence of major and

minor mergers, their occurrence cannot be excluded. What we may say is that mergers are not the only

way to assembly massive galaxies, ETGs in particular. Most likely both concur to the overall formation

and evolution process of galaxies.

There is another important consideration to make, i.e., the difference between the above approach

and what is commonly made in classical SAMs. Quoting [92] “in SAMs, galaxies are painted on haloes

built from halo merger trees or detected in cosmological dissipation-less (DM only) simulations”. In

other words, BM is added later to haloes, the mass assembly of which has been derived without BM.

“Painting BM” is not the same as taking both DM and BM together from the very beginning. Indeed the

dissipative collapse of BM and occurrence of star formation in the potential well of DM will certainly

affect the dynamical behavior and hence mass assembly history of the latter. Maybe this is the simple

explanation for the occurrence in Nature of early hierarchical quasi monolithic galaxy formation.

5. The Mass-Radius Relationship of ETGs

In recent years, much attention has been paid to the MRR of galaxies, in particular the ETGs and the

compact and passive ones at high z. The MRR is indeed basic to any theory of galaxy formation and

evolution. The subject of the MRR of galaxies from ETGs to dwarf ellipticals and dwarf spheroidals,

including also bulges and Globular Clusters, has been recently reviewed by [84,85] to whom we refer for

many details. In addition to this, convincing evidence has been gathered that at relatively high redshifts,

objects of mass comparable to that of nearby massive galaxies but smaller dimensions exist. These

“compact galaxies” are found up to z ≥ 3 with stellar masses from 1010 to 1012M⊙ and half-light

radii from 0.4 to 5 kpc (i.e., 3 to 4 times more compact than the local counterparts of the same mass),

and in nearly similar proportions there are galaxies with the same mass but a variety of dimensions

(e.g., [223,224]), and bulge to disk ratios (e.g., [225]). However, we will consider here only the case of

standard ETGs, leaving the compact galaxies aside.

The key question to answer is: Why do ETGs obey a rather narrow MRR instead of scattering around

and showing a broader combination of masses and sizes? Spurred by this, [226] look for the general

physical principles governing this important scale relation. To clarify the aims and the methods of this

study, we summarize here the essence of the analysis made by [226]. It is suggested that the observed

MRR for ETGs is the result of two complementary mechanisms. On one hand, the mass function of

DM haloes hosting the visible galaxies gives (i) the typical cut-off mass at which, at any redshift, haloes

become “common” on a chosen spatial scale; and (ii) the typical epoch at which low mass haloes begin

to vanish at a rate higher than that at which they are born, because of merger events. On the other hand,

these constraints define two loci (curves) on the MR-plane, because to each mass and formation redshift

a typical dimension (i.e., radius) can be associated (using a basic relation between mass and radius of a

collapsing object). If the typical dimension of a galaxy is somehow related to that of the hosting DM
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halo (as our NB-TSPH models seem to suggest), then the region of the MR-plane between the two limits

fixed by the halo mass function is populated by galaxies whose dimensions are fixed at the epoch of

formation, and only those objects that are “possible" at any given epoch may exist, populating a narrow

region of the MR-plane.

The MRR of normal ETGs. The observational data we are considering is the HB sample selected

by [227] from the SDSS catalog, containing ≃60, 000 galaxies. The catalog contains the stellar mass

Ms in M⊙ and the radius R1/2 (in kpc) enclosing half of it. It is worth to clarify here that R1/2 is nearly

identical to the classical Re. The linear fit of Ms and R1/2 yields:

logR1/2 = 0.54 logMs − 5.25 (5)

The slope and zero point of the above MRR are quite robust and coincide with previous

determinations [23,84,85,89,228]. It is worth noting that toward the high mass end the slope of the

MRR tends to increase to about 1, see [227], [229], [230], and Figure 1 of [84]. This is a point to keep

in mind when interpreting the observational data.

Galaxy counts in the MR-plane. Before proceeding further, it is worth looking at the number

frequency distribution of galaxies with given mass and radius in the above SDSS sample. To this aim, the

MR-plane is divided in a grid of square cells with dimensions of 0.05 in units of ∆ logMs/(10
12M⊙)

and ∆ logR1/2, and the galaxies falling in each cell are counted. In the left panel of Figure 15 we

display the 3D space of these parameters to simultaneously highlight the distributions of the MRR along

the direction parallel to the best-fit line on the MR-plane and the direction perpendicular to it. The view

angle is chosen in such a way that the projections on the planes parallel and perpendicular to the MRR

line can be easily figured out. While the projection on the plane parallel to direction of the best-fit line

can be easily understood in terms of selection effects (galaxy mass fall-off at the high mass end and lack

of data at the low mass end), the distribution perpendicular to this is more difficult to explain. Indeed

galaxies tend to fall in a rather narrow strip of the MR-plane, tightly gathering around the line with

slope 0.54.

Adding dwarf galaxies. In addition to this we consider a small sample of dwarf galaxies of the Local

Group to compare their location on the MR-plane with that of normal ETGs. The data for dwarf galaxies

are from [89,231]. Dwarf galaxies are much more dispersed in the MR-plane and their mean MRR is

logR1/2 = 0.3logMs − 2.7, which is much flatter than that of the normal ETGs.

Comparing models with data. The present day positions on the MR-plane of the reference models

of Table 1 and a few auxiliary models calculated for this purpose (see [226], for all details) are shown

in the right panel of Figure 15 together with the observational data. For the ancillary models suffice

it to mention here that they are calculated for the intermediate and low mass galaxies at varying either

the collapse over-density or the star formation efficiency ǫsf . Focusing on the reference models it is

soon evident that only those of high (HM) and intermediate mass (IM) are consistent with the data. The

low mass ones (LM) are too far off. It is worth recalling that these models have quite similar initial

densities and initial redshifts. The slope of the theoretical MRR does not agree with the data. What

does all this mean? To understand the issue one must clarify the correlation between initial over-density

and present day position of the models, i.e., the correlation between the halo density, the SFH, and the

present position on the MR-plane.
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Figure 15. (a) 3D view of the MRR. The number frequency distribution of galaxies on the

MR-plane: Ms is the total stellar mass in solar units and R1/2 is the half-mass radius in kpc,

and “Counts” is the number of galaxies falling within each cell of the plane with dimensions

∆ logM12 = 0.05 and ∆ logR1/2 = 0.05. The data are from the HB sample of [227]. The

thick line on the MR-plane is the linear fit of the data: logR1/2 = 0.54 logMs − 5.25;

(b) Theoretical MRR, i.e., logR1/2 versus logMs. The filled squares are the reference

models of Table 1 and the filled circles the ancillary models. The color code recalls the initial

over-densities. However, as the entries of Table 1 are fully sufficient to identify the models,

the correspondence color-code-initial density is superfluous here. The thick black line is

the fit of the reference models. The thin straight lines are the theoretical MRR on which

proto-galaxies of given DM over-density settle down at the collapse stage as a function of

the redshift. The lines are given by Equation (6) from [232]: solid lines are for m = 10 and

fσ = 1; the color code indicates different redshifts (black: z = 0; blue: z = 1; red: z = 2.5;

green: z = 5; cyan: z = 20); the thin black dashed line is for m = 10, fσ = 1.5, and z = 0;

Finally, the thin black dashed-dotted line is for m = 5 and fσ = 1, and z = 0. Adapted

from [226].
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5.1. The Filiation Thread

Starting from the stage of proto-halo collapse, Equation (5) yields the initial MRR for the

proto-haloes, whose slope is Rh ∝ M
1/3
h by construction. Inside these haloes the BM, initially in form

of gas, is gradually turned into stars, so that a new MRR is built up for the stellar content. In our case

the one predicted by the NB-TSPH models.

The NB-TSPH reference and ancillary models allow us to clarify the different role played by the

initial cosmological density contrast δρi(z) and the gas density ρg,sf at the onset of star formation in

determining the size of the resulting galaxy made of stars and the relation between the initial gas mass

and the final star mass. Further, the nature of the global process converting gas into stars.

Given the total mass oh the proto-halo Mh (it is worth recalling that Mh ≃ MDM so that they can

be interchanged), the cosmological density δρi(z) determines the initial radial dimension of the DM

perturbation. This does not coincide with the initial radius at which star formation begins in the baryonic
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component of a galaxy. In other words, within the potential well of DM, the gas keeps cooling at

increasing density and only when the threshold density for star formation is met (which in turn is related

to ǫsf ), stars appear: the galaxy is detectable on the MR-plane. In the latter step of the filiation thread,

ρg,sf plays the dominant role. The remaining gas continues to fall into the gravitational potential well

until either it is exhausted by SF or it is expelled via shocks because of the energy feed back. Thanks to

this there will be a correlation between the DM and the final mass in stars, measured by m = MDM/Ms

(with m ∼ 10 on the average).

NB-TSPH models [1] indicate that the transformation of BM into stars occurs under the homology

condition GMDM/RDM ≃ GMs/R1/2, i.e., equal gravitational potential energy per unit mass of the two

components. In general, the model galaxies follow this rule and the two components of a galaxy lie on

nearly parallel MRRs: i.e., Rh ∝ M
1/3
h and R1/2 ∝ M

1/β
s with β ≃ 3. At decreasing total mass, the

exponent 1/β goes from 0.333 for galaxies with total mass 1013M⊙ to about 0.2 for a mass of 109M⊙

or even lower. This deviation from the R1/2 ∝ M
1/3
s law can be interpreted as due to an increasing

departure from the condition of an ideal collapse because dissipative processes are now at work. The

higher the initial mass, the closer the evolution of the proto-galaxy is to the simple collapse models.

In other words, the straight collapse configuration corresponds to a minimum total energy of the system,

whereas in all other cases the total energy system is far from the minimum level. Recasting the concept

in a different way, the straight collapse is favored with respect to other energy costing configurations.

Real galaxies tend to follow the rule by as much as they can compatibly with their physical conditions

(total mass, initial density, SFH, ...). The result of it will be that the final model galaxies will be located

on a new line (not necessarily a straight line but likely close to it) with a certain slope (about 0.2 in our

case, see the linear fit of the final mean location of the reference models). The slope is flatter than the

0.33 slope of the iso-density line of the initial DM proto-galaxies. There is not reason for the two slopes

being the same.

An analytical relationship. In the context of the Λ-CDM cosmology, reference [232] have adapted

the general Equation (5) to provide an expression correlating the halo mass MDM and the star mass Ms

of the galaxy born inside it, the half light (mass) radius R1/2 of the stellar component, the redshift at

which the collapse takes place zf , the shape of the BM galaxy via a coefficient SS(nS) related to the

Sersic brightness profile from which the half-light radius is inferred and the Sersic index nS , the velocity

dispersion of the BM component with respect to that of DM (expressed by the parameter fσ), and finally

the ratio m = MDM/MS . The expression is:

R1/2 = 0.9
SS(n)

0.34

25

m

(

1.5

fσ

)2

×
(

MDM

1012M⊙

)1/3
4

(1 + zf)
(6)

Typical value for the coefficient SS(nS) is 0.34. For the ratio m = MDM/Ms the empirical data confine

it in the range 20 to 40, whereas our NB-TSP models yield m ≃ 15 to 20 depending on the particular

case we refer to. For the purposes of the present study we take the rather low value m = 10. Finally

fσ yields the three dimensional star velocity dispersion as a function of the DM velocity dispersion,

σs = fσσDM . Here we adopt fσ = 1. For more details see [232] and references therein and [226]. The

slope of Equation (6) is of course steeper but close to that of NB-TSH models; the difference can be

fully ascribed to the complex baryon physics, which causes the stellar system to be slightly offset with

respect to the locus analytically predicted from DM haloes. Therefore, a model slope different from that
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of the observational MRR (but still close to 0.3) is not the result of inaccurate description of the physical

processes taking place in a galaxy. It is indeed remarkable that complicated numerical calculations

clearly display this fundamental feature. If this is the case, why do real galaxies gather along a line with

a different slope?

5.2. The Cosmic Galaxy Shepherd

To answer the above question, reference [226] attack the problem from a different perspective, trying

to investigate whether the observational MRR owes its origin to deeper reasons, likely related to the

growth function of DM haloes [122]. Given a certain number density of haloes Nh, on the n(MDM , z)−z

plane of Figure 16 (left panel) this would correspond to a horizontal line intersecting the curves for the

various masses at different redshifts. Each intersection provides a pair (MDM , z) which gives the mass

of the haloes fulfilling the constraint Ns at the corresponding redshift z. For any value Nh we get an

array of pairs (MDM , z) and with the aid of the [232] relationship (where the parameters m and fσ are

fixed) we can translate it into a relationship between the mass in stars and the half-mass radius of the

baryonic galaxy associated to a generic host halo to be plotted on the MR-plane.

Figure 16. (a) The growth function of haloes n(MDM , z), reproduced with permission

from [122]. Copyright 2007 IOP Publishing. (b) The cosmic galaxy shepherd (CGS) and the

corresponding locus of DM parent haloes (the red thick and thin solid lines, respectively) on

the MR-plane. The halo number density is Nh = 10−2 haloes per (Mpc/h)3. For comparison,

we also show the case for Nh = 10−8 haloes per (Mpc/h)3 (the magenta thick and thin dashed

lines). The observational data is the HB sample of [227] with their linear fit (solid black line),

and two theoretical MRR from Equation (6) by [232] (solid thin blue lines), relative to z = 0

and z = 10, with m = 10 and fσ = 1 together with the reference galaxy models and their

linear fit (filled squares and black solid line). Adapted from [226].
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Repeating the procedure for other values of Nh, one gets a manifold of curves on the MR-plane.

It turns out that with Nh = 10−2 haloes per (Mpc/h)3, the curve is just at the edge of the observed
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distribution. Higher values of the Nh would shift it to larger haloes (baryonic galaxies), the opposite for

lower values of Nh. Why is Nh = 10−2 haloes per (Mpc/h)3 so special? Basing on crude, simple-minded

arguments, we recall that the total number of galaxies observed by the SDSS amounts to about ≃106,

whereas the volume of Universe covered by it is about ≃1/4 of the whole sky times a depth of ≃1.5×109

light years, i.e., ≃108 Mpc3, to which the number density of about 10−2 haloes per (Mpc/h)3 would

correspond (We are well aware that this is a very crude estimate not taking into account many selection

effects both in the observations and the halo statistics based on NB simulations, such as the [122] plane

itself. However, just for the sake of argument, we can consider it as a good estimate to start with).

All this is shown in Figure 16 (right panel), where we also plot the curves relative to another possible

choice Nh = 10−8 haloes per (Mpc/h)3, corresponding to 1 halo per 108 (Mpc/h)3, for the sake of

comparison. It is an easy matter to see that the mean slope of the relation holding for Nh = 10−2

haloes per (Mpc/h)3 continuously varies from 0.5 to 1 and above as we move from the low mass to

the high mass range. A similar trend for the slope is indeed also indicated by the observational data

(see [230], and references therein). Owing to the many uncertainties we do not try to formally fit the

median of the empirical MRR, but we limit ourselves to show that the locus predicted by the Nh = 10−2

haloes per (Mpc/h)3 falls on the MR-plane close to the observational MRR. Lower or higher values of

Nh would predict loci in the MR-plane too far from the observational MRR unless other parameters of

Equation (6), e.g., m, are drastically changed assuming values that are difficult to justify. Finally, we call

attention on the fact that the locus on the MR-plane defined by the solid curved line on the right panel

of Figure 16 is ultimately related to the top end of the mass scale of haloes (and their filiated baryonic

objects) that can exist at each redshift. In other words, it can be interpreted as the so-called cut-off mass

of the galaxy mass distribution (see [122], for details and references). This locus is named the Cosmic

Galaxy Shepherd (hereafter CGS).

There are two points to clarify. First, we have implicitly assumed that each halo hosts one and only

one galaxy and that this galaxy is an early type object matching the selection criteria of the [227]

sample. In reality ETGs are often seen in clusters and/or groups of galaxies and many large spirals

are present. Only a fraction of the total population are ETGs. One could try to correct for this issue

by introducing some empirical statistics about the percentage of ETGs among all types of galaxy.

Despite these considerations, to keep the problem simple we ignore all this and stand on the minimal

assumption that each DM halo hosts at least one baryonic component made of stars. This is a strong

assumption, on which we will come back again later on. Second, we have adopted m = 10 and fσ = 1.

According to [232], the empirical estimate of MDM/Ms ratio is about 20–40, i.e., a factor of two to four

less efficient star formation than that we have assumed basing on our NB-TSPH models. However, a

smaller value for m does not invalidate our analysis, because it would simply shift the location of the

baryonic component on the MR-plane corresponding to a given halo number density. Finally, fσ = 1 is a

conservative choice. The same considerations made for m apply also to this parameter. At present, there

is no need for other values. Along the CGS, redshift and cut-off mass go in inverse order, i.e., low masses

(and hence small radii) at high redshift and vice versa. This means that a manifold of MRRs defined by

Equation (6), each of which referring to a different collapse redshift, can be selected, and along each

MRR only masses (both parent MDM and daughter Ms) smaller than the top end are permitted, however

each of which with a different occurrence probability: low mass haloes are always more common than
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the high mass ones. In the observational data, it looks as if ETGs should occur only towards the high

mass end of each MRR, i.e., along the locus on the MR-plane whose right hand side is limited by the

CGS. This could be the result of selection effects, i.e., (i) galaxies appear as ETGs only in a certain

interval of mass and dimension and outside this interval they appear as objects of different type (spirals,

irregulars, dwarfs etc.); or (ii) they cannot even form or be detected (e.g., very extended objects of

moderate/low mass). Finally, in addition to this, we argue that another physical reason limits the domain

of galaxy occurrence also on the side of the low mass, small dimension objects.

Dissipation-less Collapse. It is an easy matter to figure out that the CGS is another way of

rephrasing the top-hat spherical dissipation-less collapse for primordial fluctuations by [233] for which

RDM ∝ M
5+n
6

DM where n is the slope of the density fluctuation δ. Adopting n = −1.8, the power spectrum

of CDM according to [234], we get the slope d logRDM/d logMDM ≃ 0.53 (see also [89]). The slope

of the MRR derived from the dissipation-less collapse is the same of Equation (5) all over the mass

range from normal/giant galaxies down to classical Globular Clusters ([23,84,85], for more details). The

advantage of the CGS is that it provides slope and zero point of the observational MRR and also predicts

its change in slope at increasing star mass of the galaxy.

Given these premises, we suggest that the observational MRR represents the locus on the MR-plane

of galaxies whose formation and evolution closely followed the scheme of dissipation-less collapse,

i.e., the ones with mass close to the cut-off mass at each redshift.

5.3. Simulating the MRR

To sustain the above suggestion [226] try to simulate the observational MRR using the growth function

calculated by [122] according to which the total number of the haloes that would nowadays populate

the synthetic MR-plane and that should be compared with the observed galaxies are contained in the

mass-bin ∆logMDM at redshift z = 0. Prior to any other consideration one has to scale the theoretical

predictions [122] that refer to a volume of space of 1 (Mpc/h)3, by a suitable factor Nnorm to match the

real volume covered by the data. Our sample contains about 60,000 galaxies, 6% of the total survey

over a total volume of 108 Mpc3, therefore Nnorm = 5 × 106. To each mass MDM expected at z = 0 we

must associate a redshift of formation in order to be able to estimate the corresponding baryonic galaxy

(Ms, R1/2), by means of the [232] relationship (of course assuming m = MDM/Ms and f = σs/σDM ).

The growth functions of [122] allow one to derive the number of N(MDM , z) of haloes existing in

each mass bin ∆ logMDM at any redshift z. This number is the result of two competing effects: the

formation of new haloes of mass MDM via merger and/or acquisition of lower mass haloes, and the

destruction of haloes of mass MDM as they merge to form higher mass haloes. Therefore:

n(MDM , z) = n(MDM , z +∆z) + n+(MDM , z)− n−(MDM , z +∆z) (7)

where n+ and n− represent the creation/destruction mechanisms. In particular, the quantity we are

interested in is n+(MDM , z), which is the number of new haloes of mass MDM which are born at

redshift z. The number of haloes that merge to form higher mass systems is in turn a fraction of the

number of haloes existing at that time, i.e., n−(MDM , z +∆z) = η × n(MDM , z +∆z), with 0 < η < 1; so:

n+(MDM , z) = n(MDM , z)− (1− η)× n(MDM , z +∆z) (8)
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The only free parameter here is η, the fraction of haloes that merge to form higher mass systems in the

redshift interval ∆z. In principle, the fraction η could vary with the redshift. However, for the sake of

simplicity we assume that η remains constant. Thus, we obtain a value N+(MDM , z) for each interval

MDM ,MDM +∆MDM and z, z +∆z. This number, re-normalized to unit over the whole interval, can

be considered as the relative probability that a halo of mass MDM is born at redshift z. Finally, for each

halo of mass MDM we compare a randomly chosen number q ∈ [0, 1] with the cumulative probability:

Pzi =

z=zi
∑

z=zmax

n+(MDM , z)

until q < Pzi , and take zf = zi as its formation redshift. Using Equation (6) we get the radius of the

baryonic galaxy filiated by this halo to be plotted on the MR-plane. The distribution of galaxies on the

MR-plane depends on the fraction η of haloes which merge to form higher mass systems in the redshift

interval ∆z. Only values of η smaller than about 0.02 lead to acceptable results. In the following we

adopt η = 0.01. The predictions for ∆n(z) = n(z+∆z)−n(z) are shown in the left panel of Figure 17.

The agreement is remarkable. In order to take into account that the observational sample contains a finite

number of galaxies so that some cells of the theoretical MR-plane may not be populated in reality due to

stochastic effects, we present Montecarlo simulations of the MR-plane using the [122] growth functions

as probabilities. The resulting MRR is shown in the right panel of Figure 17. We also look at the redshift

(age) distribution of galaxies in the MRR: the vast majority of galaxies have been formed before redshift

z = 1. Finally, no correction is applied to the top end of the MRR to account for the fact that several

galaxies per halo could be found at this mass range (above say Ms > 1012M⊙). This would remove

nearly all the objects falling on the MRR at the high mass end, i.e., say above 1012M⊙.

5.4. How Many Mergers?

Assuming for simplicity that η is constant with time, one may calculate the ratio between the total

number of merger events, Nmerg =
∑

zbin
η × n(MDM , z) and the total number of galaxies that ever

existed during the Hubble time, Ntot =
∑

zbin
n+(MDM , z):

Nmerg

Ntot
=

∑

zbin
η × n(MDM , z)

∑

zbin
n+(MDM , z)

(9)

Crude calculations yield Nmerg/Ntot ≃ 0.10 − 0.15 for η = 0.01. This percentage increases to about

50% for η = 0.05. With the latter value, the MRR is much more dispersed than the observational one.

Therefore, it seems that only a fraction (from 0.1 to 0.5) of haloes should have merged during the whole

history of the Universe. Owing to the many uncertainties still affecting the above discussion, one cannot

insist on this issue.

6. Spectro-Photometry of NB-TSPH Model Galaxies

One of the major challenges in modern astrophysics is to understand the origin and the evolution of

galaxies, the bright, massive ETGs in particular. There is strong observational evidence that massive

ETGs are already in place at redshift z ∼ 2–3 and that formed most of their stars well before
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z = 1. Therefore, these galaxies are good probes of galaxy evolution, star formation and metal

enrichment in the early Universe. In this context, the spectro-photometric population synthesis applied

to chemo-dynamical NB-TSPH model galaxies provides excellent diagnostics of ETGs evolution during

the cosmic history from the early epoch to the present day Universe.

Figure 17. (a) Comparison of the theoretical (red dots, negative Z-axis) with the

observational (blue dots, positive Z-axis) number frequency distributions of galaxies on

the MR-plane: logMS vs. log(R1/2) (in M⊙ and kpc, respectively), “Counts” stands for

∆n(z) = n(z+∆z)−n(z), i.e., the number of haloes per Mpc3 born between z and z+∆z.

The thick line is the best fit of the observational data [HB sample of 227]. The theoretical

number frequencies have been plotted as negative quantities to get the mirror image of the

observational data; (b) Monte-Carlo simulation of the MRR: comparison of the theoretical

(black dots) with the observational (red dots) distributions of galaxies on the MR-plane.

The theoretical simulation is for η = 0.01. Superposed to it are the reference models

(filled squares) for intermediate and high mass galaxies and their linear fit, and the CGS

for Nh = 10−2 haloes per (Mpc/h)3 (the thick dashed green line is for the stellar component

and the blue line for the DM halo). The thin trasverse lines are the [232] relationships for

different redshift, namely z = 0, 5, 10, and 20 from the top to the bottom. Finally, the

observational data are from [227]. Adapted from [226].
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Elements of synthetic spectro-photometry. Owing to the mass resolution of the dynamical

simulations fixed by the number of particles to our disposal, each star-particle has the mass

Msp ∼ 107M⊙ or so , i.e., each star-particle represents a big assembly of real stars which distribute

in mass according to a given initial mass function and are all born in a short burst of star formation,

therefore being homogeneous both in age and chemical composition. In this way, each star-particle can
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be approximated to a SSP of mass Msp. To derive the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of a galaxy of

age T we start from the definition of the integrated monochromatic flux generated by its stellar content:

Fλ(T ) =

∫ T

0

∫ mu

ml

S(m, t, Z) fλ(m, τ ′, Z) dt dm (10)

where S(m, t, Z) denotes the stellar birth-rate and fλ(m, τ ′, Z) the monochromatic flux of a real star of

mass m, metallicity Z, and age τ ′ = T − t. Separating S(m, t, Z) into the product of the star formation

rate Ψ(t, Z) (expressed in suitable units) and the initial mass function φ(m), the above integral becomes:

Fλ(T ) =

∫ T

0

Ψ(t, Z) fssp,λ(τ
′, Z) dt (11)

where:

fssp,λ(τ
′, Z) =

∫ mu

ml

φ(m) fλ(m, τ ′, Z) dm (12)

is defined as the integrated monochromatic flux of a SSP, i.e., of a coeval, chemically homogeneous

assembly of stars with age τ ′ and metallicity Z. The lower and upper mass limits of integration in

equations ml and mu respectively, define the mass range within which stars are generated by each event

of star formation. Therefore, the stellar content of a galaxy can be modeled as the convolution of many

SSPs of different composition and age, each of which is weighted by the rate of star formation at the

age at which it was born. Conventionally, the SED and monochromatic flux, and hence luminosities

in whatsoever pass-band are calculated assuming that the SSP has a total mass equal to 1M⊙. Having

established the correspondence between the star-particles of the NB-TSPH simulation with the classical

SSP and the consistency between the chemical parameters and IMF of the two descriptions, the

monochromatic flux and/or luminosity of a galaxy with age T is given by:

Fλ(T ) =
∑

i

fssp,λ(τi, Zi)×Msp,i (13)

where fssp,λ(τi, Zi) is the monochromatic flux of a SSP of age τi and metallicity Zi and the summation

extends over all star-particles. Repeating the same procedure to the whole wavelength interval we get the

multi-wavelength SED, from which we can immediately derive magnitudes and colours in whatsoever

photometric system. The key quantity to determine is fSSP,λ which in turn requires the monochromatic

flux fλ(m, τ ′, Z), i.e., the flux emitted by a generic star of given luminosity, effective temperature, gravity

and chemical composition in course of its life. This requires libraries of stellar models and isochrones at

varying age and chemical composition and libraries of stellar spectra as as function of gravity, effective

temperature and chemical parameters. The subject is quite complicate to be summarised here. The reader

should refer [2,235–237] for exhaustive discussions of all these issues.

Cosmological and Evolutionary Corrections. Since galaxies are observed at different redshifts

in an expanding Universe, we need the so-called K-correction and E-corrections that can be easily

derived together with magnitudes and colors from the population synthesis technique (see [2,237–242]).

A source with apparent magnitude m measured in a photometric pass-band, is related to the absolute
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magnitude M , in the emission-frame pass-band, through the cosmological correction, Kcorr, in the

following way [243]: m = M +DM +Kcorr, in which:

DM = 5 log10

[

DL(z)

10pc

]

where DL(z) =
c

H0

(1 + z)

∫ z

0

dz
[

ΩM(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ

]
1
2

(14)

are the distance modulus and the luminosity distance, respectively (see [244–246], for all details). If the

source is at redshift z, then its luminosity is related to its spectral density flux (energy per unit time, unit

area, and unit wavelength) by L(λe) = 4π(1 + z)D2
Lf(λ0), where f(λ0) is the monochromatic flux of a

galaxy that has been computed as defined in Equation (13). Finally, Kcorr is:

Kcorr = 2.5 log10(1 + z) + 2.5 log10

[

L(λ0)

L(λe)

]

(15)

(see the definition by [247]). To make a fair comparison between objects at different redshifts, one has

to derive the rest-frame photometric properties of the observed galaxies (magnitudes, colors, etc.) by

applying the K-corrections.

In addition, we must also correct these rest-frame quantities for the expected evolutionary changes

over the redshift range studied, by applying the so called evolutionary corrections, Ecorr. The Ecorr are

usually derived assuming a model for the galaxy SED and calculating its evolution with the redshift.

In this way we can recover the evolution of the absolute magnitudes and colors as a function of the

redshift z, including the effect of the K- and E-corrections on the SED of our models.

From Equation (14) the apparent magnitude, in some broad-band filter and at redshift z, is given by:

m(z) = M(z) + E(z) +K(z) +DM(z) (16)

Obviously, the relation t = t(z), between the cosmic time t and the redshift z of a stellar population

formed at a given redshift zf , depends on the cosmology considered and the parameters adopted.

Following [246]:

t(z) =
1

H0

∫ ∞

z

dz

(1 + z)

[

ΩM(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ

]
1
2

(17)

Extinction. Before calculating the Ecorr, it is worth applying to the theoretical SEDs the effect of

extinction of the stellar luminosity caused by the presence of a certain amount of metal-rich gas so

that the SEDs get closer to the real ones. Although the task is a complicate issue requiring a careful

analysis [248–253], in many studies, the extinction is simply evaluated using the relation proposed long

ago by [238]:

τλ = 3.25(1− ωλ)
0.5(Aλ/AV )⊙[Z(t)/Z⊙]

1.35G(t) (18)

where τλ, the effective optical thickness of the gaseous component at a given λ, is a function of:

(i) the albedo ωλ of the grains for which the mean values of 0.4 taken from [254] has been used; (ii) the

extinction law Aλ/AV [255]; (iii) and finally the metallicity Z(t) and gas fraction G(t) = Mg(t)/MB,

where Mg and MB are the current gas and total baryonic mass in the galaxy. The monochromatic flux of
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the galaxy with the inclusion of the effect due to extinction, Fλ,ext, can be expressed in function of the

monochromatic flux of the rest-frame SED of the model galaxy Fλ (see Equation (13)):

Fλ,ext = Fλ
1− exp(−τλ sec i)

τλ sec i
(19)

where the right-hand part of the expression takes into account the transmission function for an angle of

inclination i; we adopt here i = 45◦. Although this relation was originally derived for disc galaxies, it

can be safely used also in our case. The effect of extinction is included in the SEDs using Z(t) and G(t)

obtained from the NB-TSPH simulations. Internal extinction may significantly redden the colours, the

effect being particularly important on the color-redshift relation.

Data selection for comparison: a few remarks. The advent of large-scale space and ground-based

surveys in a wide range of wavelengths is giving us unprecedented access to statistically large

populations of galaxies at different redshifts (and also environments). Prior to anything else it is

worth recalling that owing to the enormous amounts of data to handle, the data acquisition process

is usually made following automatic procedures that deserve some remarks. (i) Detection: At z > 5,

traditional optical bands, e.g., the Johnson-Cousins UBVRI system, fall below the rest-frame wavelength

that corresponds to the Lyman-break spectral feature (1216 Å), where most of the stellar radiation is

extinguished by interstellar or intergalactic hydrogen. Because of this, galaxies at z > 5 are practically

invisible at those photometric bands, and even if they were detected, their colors would provide very

little information about their stellar population. The color selection technique, e.g., the UGR-selection

of Lyman-Break Galaxies (LBGs) by [95,256,257], has been used in some surveys to identify galaxies

at high redshift, dramatically improving the efficiency of spectroscopic surveys at z > 3; (ii) Redshift

assignment: Photometric redshifts are the logical extension of color selection by estimating redshifts

and SEDs from many photometric bands. Unlike color selection, photometric redshifts take advantage

of all available information, enabling redshift estimates along with the age, star formation rate and mass;

(iii) Morphological classification: One of the main characteristics of deep photometric surveys is the

richness of detected objects, where a significant fraction of them appear as point sources that cannot be

neither easily distinguished from real stars nor morphologically classified. Therefore, the classification

by means of morphological and photometric criteria is a crucial issue; (iv) Selection: Morphological

selection of ETGs can be made using automated pipelines that isolate objects on the basis of their

two-dimensional light distributions: this is the case of the COSMOS survey. On the other hand, in

the case of GOODS, it is possible to select more accurately these objects by correlating a catalog of

photometric and spectroscopic redshifts with a morphological one.

Data vs. theory: comparison with COSMOS and GOODS. To this aim, reference [237] have

applied the population synthesis technique to the NB-TSPH models calculated by [1,134,135] in two

different cosmological scenarios: the Standard Cold Dark Matter Cosmology (S − CDM), and the

Concordance Cosmology (Λ-CDM, with ΩΛ = 0.762); for these template galaxies, reference [237]

have followed the spectro-photometric evolution through the entire history of the Universe; finally and

with aid of all this, they have analyzed data from COSMOS [258] and GOODS [259].

(i) The COSMOS official photometric redshift catalog, designed to probe the evolution of galaxies

in the context of their large scale structure out to moderate redshift is an ideal workbench to compare

theory with data. Details of the COSMOS catalog are described in [260,261]. It covers a 2 square degree
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area with deep panchromatic data and includes objects whose total i magnitudes (i+ or i∗) are brighter

than 25. The comparison with the theoretical models limited to the (BJ − r+) color is shown in the

left panel of Figure 18. For the sake of comparison, first they consider all the galaxies from the survey,

independently of their classification (yellow dots) and, superposed to them, they use the sub-sample

of ETGs selected following the classification suggested by the automated pipeline (Tphot ≤ 1.5). The

photometric evolution for our three model galaxies is also shown: the solid line is for the S − CDM,

the dotted-dashed line is for the Λ-CDM model, and the dotted line is for the Λ-CDMmp case. It is

worth calling attention that the model Λ-CDM is plotted from zini down to z ∼ 1 because it has been

stopped at the age of 7 Gyr. The models follow the general trend of the observations and, in particular,

are marginally consistent with the group of ETGs up to z ∼ 1 beyond which the data are too poor to

say anything. The observed ETGs are indeed redder than the mean value of the data and theoretical

predictions. Concerning the theoretical values, their bluer colors can be ascribed to the tail of star

formation extending to the present. Although this minor stellar activity does not significantly affect

the gross features of the models (structure, mass distributions etc.) it certainly affects the colors making

them bluer than desired and expected. However this secondary star formation activity could be a spurious

effect. Another point of uncertainty could reside in the selection criteria to identify ETGs.

Figure 18. (a) Cosmological evolution with redshift for the (BJ−r+) color of the COSMOS

survey. Both pass-bands are those of the Subaru Telescope. All galaxies of the catalog

are shown in yellow. The ETGs selected with the pipeline morphological Tphot < 1.1

parameter are marked in blue. The galaxy models for the three different cosmological

scenarios are shown superimposed to the data, continuous and dotted lines as labeled.

The Λ-CDM case is shown for z > 1; (b) The same as in the left panel but for the

V (F606W )−i(F775W ) colors of the GOODS survey (ACS-HST pass-bands) for early-type

galaxies with spectroscopic (light blue-empty circle) and photometric (blue-filled circles)

redshift determination as indicated. Reproduced with permission from [237]. Copyright

2010 Astronomy and Astrophysics.

(a) (b)
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(ii) Similar comparison can be made with the GOODS database of [259]. The survey is based

on the observations of two separate fields centered on the Hubble Deep Field North (HDFN) and

Chandra Deep Field South (CDFS) and includes ultra-deep images from ACS (Advanced Camera for

Surveys) on HST, from mid-IR satellite Spitzer, as well as from a number of ground-based facilities.

Galaxies exhibit a range of morphologies that are difficult to determine automatically, so a manual

classification is often used to test the efficacy of automated classifiers. For this reason, in order to

select ETGs, [237] cross-correlated two catalogs: the GOODS - Multi-wavelength Southern Infrared

Catalog (GOODS-MUSIC) by [262] to determine the redshift and the one by [151] to fix the morphology.

Thanks to this, they recover a data set of galaxies with reliable morphological classification and

precise redshift determination. The total amounts to 118 objects. In the right panel of Figure 18,

the (V (F606W ) − i(F775W )) color of this selected sample are shown together with the theoretical

predictions. For all of the colors, the agreement between data and theory concerning the photometric,

cosmological evolution with redshift is remarkably good. Furthermore, the theoretical colours seem to

match the GOODS data much better than the COSMOS values. This clearly shows that the reliability of

the morphology classifier plays an important role in these matters. Finally, another possible explanation

for the differences between the results from COSMOS and GOODS, could be an intrinsic difference in

the samples of observed galaxies (see [237], for all details).

Surface photometry and Kormendy’s scale relationship. Starting from the 3-D NB-TSPH

simulations and companion spectro-photometry, [237] derived synthetic 2-D images projecting the

volume inside a sphere of radius |z| < 100 kpc onto the xy plane (sse the left panel of Figure 19.

These images are then processed with the same procedures applied to 2D-images of real galaxies, to

derive the structural parameters of galaxies, such as the effective radius Re, the luminosity within Re,

the shape indices through Fourier and Sérsic analysis, the color profiles, and the radial profiles of most

of the parameters that define the structure of galaxies. They find that the luminosity profiles of the model

galaxies at z = 0 can be reasonably fitted with a Sérsic R1/n law. In general, they can recover properties

that resemble those of observed galaxies.

The Kormendy Relationship [263,264] is the projection of the Fundamental Plane onto the

luminosity-radius plane. It relates < µ >e to Re. Once the dependence on Ie is made explicit we

get Re ∝ I−0.83
e . Many studies have confirmed that the luminous ETGs in clusters approximately follow

the relation < µ >e= logRe + const found by Kormendy with slope of ∼ 3 and intrinsic scatter of

0.3 − 0.4. The KR for galaxies in clusters at increasing redshift has been claimed to be consistent

with passively evolving stellar populations [27,265–271]. On the other hand, some studies have also

claimed that the data are consistent with the hierarchical evolutionary scenario [272]. Reference [273],

working with cluster ETGs at different redshift, found that the slope of the KR is almost invariant up

to z ∼ 0.64 with value of ∼2.91 ± 0.08. The homogeneity and the invariance with redshift of these

distributions is also suggested by the analysis of the SDSS data by [274]. To compare the models with

observational data, reference [237] used the sample of ETGs selected by [275] from the SDSS [276,277].

The comparison is shown in the right panel of Figure 19, which displays the Mr-Re relation found

by [278], Re ∝ I−0.75±0.01 and the three models analyzed by [237]. No case lies close to the mean line,

however they all are compatible with the data. Considering the long journey made by the model galaxies

plotted in this plane, the agreement is satisfactory even though it can be improved.
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Figure 19. (a) The 2D-distribution of the optical r-band magnitude in the XY-plane.

Superposed are elliptical isophotes (white solid lines). The top panel is for SCDM, the

middle panel for Λ-CDM, and the bottom panel for Λ-CDMmp; (b) Magnitude-Effective

Radius relation in the r-band for the ETGs selected from the SDSS DR2 database following

the criteria from [275]. Results for the three model galaxies are shown for comparison.

Reproduced with permission from [237]. Copyright 2010 Astronomy and Astrophysics.

(a) (b)

7. Conclusions

In this review, we reported on recent studies aimed at (i) exploring the properties of model galaxies

for ETGs in the early hierarchical quasi monolithic scenario in the Λ-CDM Universe; (ii) casting light

on the origin of the star mass-radius relation of ETGs. In the adopted scenario, mergers of sub-structures

made of DM and BM are on purpose let to occur early on during the lifetime of a galaxy, in order to

check whether the resulting object may account for the properties of real ETGs without invoking major

mergers during the whole life of a galaxy.

The key result is that the SFH is driven by the total mass of the system, the initial over-density

with respect to the surrounding medium, and the threshold density inside the gravitational potential well

reached by BM gas at the onset of star formation. In brief: (i) At given initial over-density, and star

forming efficiency (ǫsf ), the SFH of the model galaxies changes from monolithic to bursting-like mode

at decreasing total mass (from big ETGs to small ETGs); (ii) at given total mass the SFH changes from

monolithic-like to bursting mode at decreasing initial over-density, and in addition to this the start and

peak of stellar activity are gradually shifted toward the present (downsizing and time delay); (iii) at

given total mass and initial over-density, the efficiency of star formation (the threshold gas density to

ignite the star formation) adds another dimension to the problem in tuning the kind of SFH taking place

in a galaxy in between the two paradigm behaviors above and determining the mean dimension of the

galaxy component made of stars: large for high efficiencies and relatively small for low efficiencies.

Finally, the models of high mass galaxies complete their mass assembly and star formation at redshifts

larger than 2 and ever since evolve monolithically on their own. The structural properties of the model
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galaxies (surface mass density profiles of BM and DM) nicely agree with the current information on

these quantities. Galactic winds are about 10% to 50% of the gas mass in massive and low mass galaxies,

respectively. This material is significantly enriched in metals. The mean metallicity and the metallicity

gradients are in marginal agreement with current observational data.

The MRR of ETGs stems from the action of several concurring factors: (i) the CGS visualizing

the cut-off mass of the galaxy mass distribution at each redshift. It is set by the cosmic growing of

gravitationally bounded density perturbations and associated N(MDM , z). The slope of the CGS goes

from 0.5 to 1 as the mass increases. It is reminiscent of the slope of the MRR for dissipation-less

collapse; (ii) The manifold of lines of equal initial density but different redshift along which pro-haloes

of any mass crowd (slope of this mass-radius relation is 1/3 by construction); (iii) given the initial

density, collapse redshift, and star formation efficiency, the proto-haloes of different mass filiate baryonic

galaxies with certain values of Ms and R1/2 at the present time. The baryonic components of galaxies

crowd along mass-radius relations whose slope changes from 0.3 to 0.2 or less as the galaxy mass (either

total or stellar) decreases. The MRR of ETGs is locus on which the manifold of MRRs of individual BM

galaxies of any mass would intersect the CGS. The galaxies at the intersection are close to the cut-mass

and evolve in condition closely following the dissipation-less collapse. They trace the MRR of ETGs we

observe today.

Finally, the early hierarchical quasi monolithic scenario folded with the classical spectro-photometric

synthesis technique predicts SEDs, magnitudes and colors in many photometric systems both in the

rest-frame and as a function of the redshift. They can be compared with the photometric data for large

samples of galaxies together with the fundamental scale relations such as the Kormendy relations and

the Fundamental Plane. Theory and data are in remarkable agreement.

Given the achievements of the new scenario for galaxy formation, it is no longer necessary to consider

mergers between proto-galaxies (or disks) as the main way in which massive ETGs are formed. It is most

likely, indeed, that this scenario has to be definitely discarded. If so, the general scenario reconciling

our understanding of matter aggregation in the Universe on large scales with the compelling evidences

about the formation of galaxies is more complicate than commonly assumed. Likely, Nature follows the

hierarchical mode when aggregating matter on the scale of groups and clusters, and the early hierarchical

quasi monolithic mode when aggregating matter on the scale of individual galaxies. On the other hand

galaxy mergers cannot be completely ruled out, simply because we have direct observational evidence

of their occurrence. They are beautiful, spectacular events, but not the dominant mechanism by which

galaxies (the ETGs, in particular) are assembled and their main features imprinted. The picture emerging

from this analysis is that nature seems to play the dominant role in building up the ETGs we see

today, whereas nurture by recurrent captures of small objects is a secondary actor of the fascinating

and intriguing story of galaxy formation and evolution. In the forest of the galaxy formation theories,

ex pluribus unum.
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